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Farm, Garden, and Household,
Carbolic Acid
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proponi-‘s

are

numerous

:

aniisenrio and disinfectant,
ver and wherever
brought
;
Tlie:,,. ;> certain death to
k
oison. but otia
|t
o
-.nii-tan system; yet
>
’:
of
its
:\
nature, is inh
;
;\
to insect life.
And to
0
.n evou with
poultry and
*
direct the at-’.i
,»n!'
ea<lers.
A
■: 1
i.io ur
poultry breeders are
"
tw
re that parasites are the
: r nidrv houses, more
especially in
v
1
*■'!ies. where poultry are kept
's.
Without, as the
v
o v
i.
t.lsr. tile fow Is beo.d
ok si, ki\. uid after a
'•!!•
one d, >p otl
lie then bee' -t
i-iir them and finds
w
he looks illtO
p i'-a-ofes
id
\ainines cracks ami
ir Is. a mi finds them tilled
lie is astonished, lie cannot
oid * !i^n the question arises
nid
How can I get rid of them?
M'-s w.Tliin the last few months
isked
us, and our
v
.uvar,.i »;>
ias
r>een. use carbolic

Useful

l'o Mend Leaka

>i
be

matter of importdoubt about its etbvery one to exercise
:
;•
ie acid is sold by ai:
.eg e*. b
:>v crystalline aud liquid form.
is
mi ss,.;v«s ;n 20 times its
weight
"
•'
s.
me ounce of the crystals
w
iii v ounces of water to dissolve
1 us dissolved, it is entirely too
■i-v ordinary us,-.
l)r. Emerson
•s
for preparing this powder
v"o
g aud other purposes.
As a
:ov:-i-’
r wads. : -r protection against
-■
_s.
he says
-rut three
ai
die acid into twelve quarts
\n.iot or whitewash.
Whitewash
Tin- ]>o iltrv-house well with
living parasites will he
-dca'h is inevitable.
A weak
u iv
-c
made to wash fowls in:
acid to fifty parts at warm
**
t c "d. the!:
dip the fowls i:i un-s
•r
h«*e..me thoroughly wet and
m
leaches all parts d the body,
;
;;<<• r »wls on clean, dry
:
fh,.* sun will reach them, unAnother form in which it
> ar.- Irv.
'■* use it is in
soap. These
v various manufacturers.
1
•«
rc: i* in-m f- r cleaning aid.re
of
-kin diseases.
A
i;s
ug
soap is as follows
u .1'id annul] t-ar soap
»’
w o to four ounces of
o.cl
•-•ordiiig to the desired
>o
as usual in mak\s
->e preparations may
tred, and as carbolic
TJcaus :i safe article to keep
ise
we would adv is,- persons
o
t-h
*.han attempt to make them.
a*w
be wash, when they
pure arf.ele and dilute it.
a:.‘i
doultrv Chronicle.
an

How

a

;
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T
Kemove Stains from Broadcloth.
lake i ounce ol pipe-ciay, that lias been
ground hue. and mix it with 12 drops ol
alcohol, and the same quantity of spirits ol
W aeuevei you wish to remove
j turpentine.
any
stains from cloth, moisten a little ol
this mixtur. and rub it on the spots.
Let
it remain till dry. then rub it off with a
I
woolen cloth, and the spots will disappear.
lo
W

Stormv

s

:

un:

g

wet. and

;

'in.

THE
Ra\aGK- OF THE
1 he ravages of the yvooleu
prevented in a measure by the

-h .nay

use

oi

ol

any

the

following

substitutes

:

the folds ol the cloth, carpet, blankets,
lurs; ii liquid, scatter it
freely in the
boxes, or on the cioth or wrapper, laid over
ana around it.
m

or

I

Ki

Fokkst on Rainfall
Prof.
that the **oo>ci vatious of the
Nmith>' *uiuu Institute, which extended over
a period ol
twenty years, have as yet failed
to eouioim the
popular belief that the reinoval ol ioiests aud the cultivation ol the
soil tend to diminish the amount ol rainfall."
It is not Claimed that these conditions
diminished the amount or annual rainfall,
but that the equality and distribution tnerei ol is disturb*-*!, there is uo question.

Weather.

kept

MN'l

M

n

amphor, and perhaps the most agreeable
for yy earing apparel, a mixture of one ounce
j ol rhubarb, and one ounce ol cedar shavings, tied up in a bag, and kept m a box or
drawer,
ll the substance b? dry, scatter it

Hi

So not appreciate the
the «•.mditiou and health ot
in
by ’heir ‘-upOMire to cold
•'
'inis.
Most animals can eng a> the} can keep dry, but

4
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(

n.-rally

>
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>

n

Ointment for Chapped Hands,
lake
swo-t oi!,
ounces
spermaceti, 4 ounces,
aud
Mix
pulverized camphor, 1 ounce.
them together in a clean earthenware vessel. by the a.u u! a gentle heat, and
apply it
warm to the hands
night and morning. Aunt.ier very good ointment for chapped hands
j> made with a little fresh
newly-churned
butter and honey.
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4'

spoonful

lo Keep Coal Oh
Petroleum Intended
bui uiug siiuuni be kept in stone or metal
'esseis. ur otherwise protected from tUe influence ol light. Light favors the absorption of
oxygen, winch is converted into
ozone, the ozonized oil
having an altered
smell, burning with more difficulty, aud
corroding the cork stoppers ol the vessels
which contain it.
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Animals

tabb

lor
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Protecting

one

wet.

hi

oi
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which carries off
-a: :
tiiev
are
Soon chilled
1 iis almost always
o'.-i...
Rai>ki> { nnhi net*i Hoi ,n\! is. Heat
:'fH h. and 11 »-1
especially with i
va pint i>; miiK mat lukewarm
w
are
le«s vigorous and
and stir into
h
r*-“i-t sodden changes from cold j 1 u ^niaii cup ol melted lard and sifted hour
•a'
unt;!
l!
*1 imp
is
a
thick
but the opposite is
batu-r; and a small cup of
b i with
domestic yeast, and keep it warm till the
err injurious conseiln. if even the health of the batter is light, then work into-it four beatj
s«-rn>usly impaired, a large ! eu «*ggs. two cups oi sugar robed free from
m wi
he required to sustain ; lumps, a tablespoon!ui of salt, and two of
h ■'
»r :here must be neee>citiuauiou, when the whole is well mixed,
knead :u wheat flour till about as .till as
score of
“•‘V nothing of
derang- ! bi.-tu,: dough. bet it where it will keep
1
i‘ w:
e
g a spongy lightness, then roll
cheaper to house cattle warm.
**’°r;iis and ironi wet. whether It
| tile dough out hall an Inch thick and cut it
A
into cakes.
V c ertain amount of food
Let them remain till light, tiicu
ke.-p up the temperature of try them iu hut lard.
I n -x'reme cold weather the
I.kmon Cam:.
Two cups ol'flour, two of
sharper than in mild
1
vtra
tood ordinarily used sugar, six eggs, six Lablespoontuis ol nuiUir,
n»ui
Ol
no: empl
two
mi.k,
»yed for laving
teaspoouluis ot cream'U-ued to make heat.
It tartar sifted with tile rt IUI-. and one tablewh
'"iiful
ot
soda.
ret; lers t more exB.-at all well together,
sp
and bake in two loaves.
ten animals in winter than in
Tortile jelly to
I v :v ,> cousiiierable dif- use with :t, take three-lourtlis ol a
pound
of sugar, one-fourth of a
o
am mg
stockmen lu
potiu | of butter,
lv nte- m tf-igement of
s.x eggs, the ntid of three lemons
;'"-5ir
milch
grated,
h
the Juice.
Beat the sugar, butler aud
farmers insist that a;,
f"1 f-r when allowed to run in
egg- thoroughly together, aud set iu a dish
•*•
•!
ol hot water t: 11 heated, then add tire
u. day. while others
>ar
urge
grated
j'
':
r-’-uits are obtained
by keep- lemon and juice; stir until thick, enough.
,w*
''ll ue m*^t of the winter, aland quite smooth, then
split the Cake aud
h day f<>r watei
put this jeily in while warm.
It is Very deJ r» '’i!c
ti -n imtue liately to the sta- licious.
*
:
i»o <: ju
but the latter sysTi ki-kmim. in IIeadacue.
u
ie» :<»od thaii the other,
l)r. Warburton Biggie, in the K
r
v established that such
>
In,burg Medical
advocates
Journal,
the
use
of
»ent i" promotive of the largturpentine iu
»ptuent of health and vigor even in.- severe headache to which nervous aud
'•
-n
«•
are i:«-p? clean and well venhysterical women are subject.
There is.
>d weather, stock enjoy their moreover," be says, “another class ot suf•’
md a few hours from iei'ers ffotn tlie headache, which is most
-'a.
11 the :n; 1
apt to occur after prolonged mental efforts,
or warm parts of
but may likewise be induced by uuduiv-susi\
to b»- in
\
n accordance
A
tained physical exertion—what
'*-<
»’'irven though more food
may be
may
'*
*
ar: y
tije animal through. styl' d the headache of a fatigued brain. A
weather, or when it is ex* cup ol very strong tea often relieves this
form of headache; bu’ this
1 '.not:e-s the best
V
remedy, with
place for
!*-r ->;iei* .-i.
V.thing pays bet- not a few. is perilous, for, bringing relief to
‘t"’
1
pain, it may produce general restlessness
attention to stock during
d
e
to be made I aud .woi-t ot ail banish sleep.
Turpentine. in doses of twenty or
*M
?• a
storms and sudthirty minims,
at
‘i
geintervals of an hour or two, will
nj:’-r iture must be guard- ! given
'■•••
uot only remove the
again*-* a- far h> possible.
headache, but produce
in a wonderful manner that soothing influence to who u reference has
already been
Sugar Beets Fattening Swine.
made."
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Hnu in Judge Poiy.try. As cold weather
gives a statement in the i is h.-r-, an I th- time arrived lor purchasing
'• |s!,,u
:
valor of an experiment
per- poultry tor tile table, it may not be out of
i o
Sufi ilk pig, where sugar beets place to give a lew general ruies by which
]
the age of fowls of all descriptions can be
I etnp oyed for fattening.
The
:
■* »b .aand
the
feedold,
| judg-d. I u following tht se rules no reason
need be assigned by any grocer, much less
-ugar beets, tops and roots,
'ga*
August, and was con- housekeeper, for purchasing other tiian
tinu'd three t rues a dav until the 1st of good, wholesome and tender fowls.
1
-r
alter which
ground feed was
To Judge the Age ok Fowls.
veo.
[f a
•insisting of two parts of corn and
hen — spur Is hard, aud the scaies ou the
H
M'«. "pee times a day. till the anishe
is
!o walegs rough,
old, whether you see her
ilightered, the meal being mixed
A nil
cold water.
The result was, on the head or not, but her head will corroborate
observation.
It rMe under bill is so
your
It.
(jt \ ,gu-t. when the s igar beet feedsLitl that you can not bend it down and the
was
eg
-egun. that the weight was 360
•'■• :
Sent. 1. 330 iris.; Oct. 1. 460 lbs.: cotno thick and lough, leave her, no matter
Nov. i. .,30 pis.
Thi' is the substance of I bow lat and plump, tor some one less particular.
A young hen has onlv the rudiMe statement given,
by which we perceive
ments of spurs; the scales on the
Ihat the Increase the last half of
legs are
August,
smooth, glossy and fresh colored, whatever
w gen ted on boiled sugar bee’s, was
at the
the
color
be;
the
it.e ot tw- pounds per day
claws
may
tender
aud
the same rate
'!-•'
on the same
food continued short, the nails sharp, the un ler bill soft,
'hroilgii September.
*Vhen fed on ground and the comb thin and smooth.
>p-. nnde
corn mid
oito cold slop, the
To .Judge the Age of Turkeys. An old
gain f ir the nex* fifty days was less than a
ben turkey ha- rough scales on the
pound and a half per day. Possibly the lnlegs,
callosities on the soles of the feet, aud
cease in weight early in Oatuber. when
long,
a
one
voting
the reverse of
he Weather was mild, was more rapid than j strong claws;
all these marks.
The old turkey-cock has
in colder November; and if the meai had
tuft or beard, a
a
long
been
inked, or swelled by boiling water,
young one bat a
res
would have been much more fa- sprouting one; and when they are off, the
smooth
scales
on
the
oral,,If the quantity of each kind of
legs decide the point,
besides the difference in size of the wattles
given, it would have enabled of
the neck aud in the elastic shoot
us to
judge of the comparative value of
upon
each, but the experiment seems to show the nose.
tha’ sugar beets are a good food when
To Judge the Age ok Geese. An old
cooked for fattening swine.
goose when alive is known by the rough
legs, the strength of the wings, particularly
at the pinions, the thickness and
How to Feed Bees.
strength
of the bill, aud the fineness of the
feathers ;
and wheu plucked. Is known
by the legs,
Ella Dunlap, in the Chicago Tribune, the tenderness of the skin under the
win^s
"Experience In this, as in other by the pinions aud the bill, and the coarsesays:
things. Is an advantage to the bee-keeper, ness of the skin.
enabling him to economize labor. At the
To Judge the Age of Ducks.
same time the life ol ftle bee
Ducks
family muot
riot :,e sacrificed by a mistaken
disposal ol are distinguished by the same meaus; but
this
is
vour time.
To feed a large quantity, al- there
difference, that a duckling's
lowing much time to elapse between the bill is much longer in proportion to The
is
not
its
head
than the old duck's.
breadth
ol
feedings,
good economy, as when
this is done the bees store away the food
To Judge the Age of Pigeons.
that .ve give them, and it does not keep so
A
well as honey, and must be fresh, therefore young pigeon Is discovered by its pale color,
should be given to them daily. This should smooth scales, tender collapsed feet, and
tie done for the same reason that good the yellow long down interspersed among
farmers deal out the hay to their cattle, in- its feathers, A pigeon that can fly has
stead of giving the animals the privilege always red-colored legs and no down, and
of golug to the stack and helping them- is then too old for use.
selves. The manner of serving the food to
the bees is a matter of some importance.
A special from Columbia, S. C.,
says
The honey-board Is usually used for the
that Byas, a colored member of the
Legdining-tahie, and the provisions are someislature,
to
cowhide B.
attempted lately
times placed In the cells of pieces of honeyW. Tomlinson, a
correspondent ol the
access to this
comb, and the bees are
I

a

■

>'.t

|

■■

•-

—

■

given

by leaving a small opening in the honeyhoard. which will allow them to enter In
single file. Small dishes, like cup-plates,
are some times used for holding the
liquid.
In tills case, tiny sticks, or straw, should
be dropped lu to be used tor floats by the
bees.”

Charleston News, in consequence of some
strictures upon his actions,
whereupon
Tomlinson shot his assailant, whose reis
believed impossible. Tomlincovery
son was formerly assistant editor of the
New York World, and has a good reputation.
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THE TRENTON BANK ROBBERY.
How

a

A

Million of Money was Saved From
the Grasp of Robbers.

Cl

czar, could ever be the aim of his

recorded in criminal annals are
given be"The Grand Duchess Maria, Sire”' he low
from the best information it
exclaimed, after some hesitation, while a
appears
deep blush mantled his beautiful features. that on the third of January three men
"1 am afraid your eye would annihilate if went to Trenton, who
pretended they
I should tell
you what I think of her: and were “sufferers bv the Chicago tire.-’ and
I
would die with joy it your majesty had come to that
yet
c.ty for the purpose of
proudest monarch of modern times, be- would permit me to give expression to going into business and
The Czar ?s a Match-maker.
locating there.
tween his pride and his
paternal love.
my admiration for tin* grand duchess.”
They selected a small wooden building
In a recent number of Harper’s Bazar
“Pshaw!” he ejaculated at last; “the
“That is to say that you love mv next door to tlie 'iremont Bank as the
was given the history of the betrothal and
whole affair is nothing but a ridiculous daughter, duke
said the emperor, while seat of their future operations.
The ocof
of
Hnsthe
Nicholas
whim
ot
Maria's. I am foolish, indeed, a kind and benevolent smile irradiated cupant ot this house was a
marriage
Emperor
and
negro,
sia (the grandfather ot the Prince Alexis, j to attach so much
importance to it, anti bis teatures. And he held out the same they rented tlie place from him for two
who is now on a visit to this corn.try) to to allow myself to he alarmed.
She will hand from which the duke had
a
years,
paving
quarter’s money in adexpected
Princess Charlotte of Prussia, and our fair soon get over her childish fancy.
She to receive a decree of exile to the astonish- vance. The old
negro refused for some
readers will not have failed to admire the must forget it.
1 will compel her to for- ed
time
and
to
delivered
to
his
him a
young man,
give up
place, but tlie “sutferingenious way in which the handsome get it
commission appointing Joseph Kugcrie eK' told such a pitiful tale, and
pressed
suitor pleaded his cause with the queen
But the very moment he had come to Beauharnias, Duke oi
30
forcibly, that the old man
Keuehtenberg. Auot his heart.
To-day we propose to pre- this peremptory conclusion of crushing i jutant-General ot the Kinperor, Coin- yielded at last
An additional incentive
sent the same Prince in another love affair tin* tender flower of love in the heart of mander-in-Chief of
the Mounted Guards, was given the movements ot the negro in
no
as a hero wooing tor himself,
his
the
tearful
face
of
the
General
longer
of Cavalry, Director of the Mili- the shape of an
daughter
young
unusually large rent, and
but in the more modest part of a match- girl llit’ed before his imagination, and ap- tary
Academy, President of the Academy tlie “sufferers began at last to enter upon
maker. intent on causing the happiness pealed to his heart, winch throbbed warm- ot Arts, U11t Membei of the Academics of their new venture.
of a beloved daughter, even at the sacri- ly lor her.
1
Sciences at St.
1 liey
started the rumor through tlie
Petersburg, Moscow, Kusan
fice of his personal pride and his most
On the day following, the eagle eye of etc., etc.
At the same time a decree of town that they intended
going into the
cherished hopes.
the czar looked with strange restlessness the czar confeircd
upon him th“ title ot ribbon business, and apparently began to
It was in the year l,s;|x.
At the Court at the brilliant spectacle of the
military “Imperial Highness,” and an annua rev- make "preparations for carrying on that
ot St. Petersburg there lived at that time review which was
commerce
on an extensive scale.
passing before him enue of three million roubles
In
a young
lady so lovely, so charming, so with all tiie splendor and regularity of a
“Now, cuke,” said Nicholas, after the reality, however, the “sufferers” had a
beautiful, that it had almost passed into grand opera performance. Hurriedly the short pause,
on
tlie
funds in the vaults of their
during which the voung man design
a
provern among the courtiers that the czar glanced from one regiment to the had as in adream glanced overthe
paper, neighbor, and toward getting possession
most powerful monarch, it he had met other, as if
for
one
ob“are
of
a
new
searching
single
you
large amount of these coveted funds
willing to leave the service
her in a peasant’s cot, would have turned ject of greater
importance to him tiiau all of your sovereign, the King of Bavaria, tIwv were making rapid strides. One of
his back on all tin* prine * S M s of Europe,
the world.
Not one ot the princes am! to remain with us, and to become the tlie lirst
steps toward successfully carryand would have offered her his hand and generals
surrounding him dared to in- husband of the grand duchess M iria ?"
ing on the work of robbery, was to estabhis throne.
This young lady, born in the ! terrupt or address him, for there was a
1 he duke was too
profoundly moved to lish a perfect line of communication with
shadow of the proud throne of the czars, frown on the brow of Nicholas which make a
verbal answer. But he bent a the interior of the bank, so that a watch
was Maria Nicolajewna, the eldest
seemed
to
be portentious of a terrible knee, a:id
daughpressed his lips ipon tties hand could l>c kept up outside while the thieves
ter of the Emperor Nicholas.
storm.
With some disappointment the of the emperor who had so
generously were “at work" upon tile safe within.
She had just attained her nineteenth czar
suddenly turned round to I’rince bestowed upon him rank, wealth and the The matter ot getting into the establishand
when
her father beheld her, Haiitzin, 011c of his aids, as if to make an most
year:
precious thing within his gilt—the ment never seemed to present any diffiblooming and flagrant like the flowers iiitjuiry but at the moment he closed his hand ot his daughter.
eiilty, tor they appeared to have looked
of May, and saw that nearly every crown
lips, which lie had already opened, his
“All. my son,” said Nicholas, affection- upon that as a tiling settled and ea.s\ ot
prince in Europe entertained the hope of eves remained fixed upon a young officer ately, while at last the tears burst from accomplishment.
winning the heart of this matchless in his own suite whom otic of the group his eyes, “you see how much 1 love Her
Before they attempted to enter the
beauty, he eoinnieivcd himself looking I ot officers in the rear of the emperor had And In- raised the duke ti'oin his
building, the thieves bad cut through tlie
kneeling
about tor the most eligible, the worthi- j mitii then concealed from his view.
Tiie attitude and pressed li m fondly to his "‘all ot the batik and had ail the
preparaest. and the most powerful consort tor his
tions made to put a
young officer was tin* very idea ot manlv heart.
telegraph through
and
darling.
grave, and tiie splendid tiiiiPhi next day the young grand duchess tliat was to serve as a monitor to the
beauty
i'",u
sun ue one
.'tail.i,
uaj tome iorm of a Bavarian colonel of cavalry was given back to life, and a few months
men
while they were
possession
princess, with the kindliest smile which seemed to be the most appropriate to set afterward the wedding was celebrated ot the property in tlie getting It is
building.
supiiis stern features could command, "vou oil his personal charms to the
in'1
greatest ad- with die same splendor as if really the r'" 'i
iliai
tne
tnieves enpmiee
arc now old enough to think of getting
vantage. There was a thoughtful and most powerful monarch had married the
tin1 hank on
Sunday morning, at
married pretty soon.
There are quite a kind expression in liis face which imme- most nemtitui
about tour o’clock, and commenced
princess ot Kurope
opernumber of suitors lor your hand, aid, alation- at
diately prepossessed the beholder in his
he door leading into ftie vault,
ter mature deliberation. I have selected
favor, while tiie classic mold of his
l our of the number went on this
expedifor your consort a prince, who in due n*.r.-lies it'i-i been
Squirrel* at War.
tion, and the fifth was left behind to
equally admired in lus
time will make you a queen, but who is
lather ami his gr andmother, both of whom
w itch
the street and give the alarm in
at the same time a mail who will make
h oi played conspicuous
!u a forest in Maine I onee beheld a ca-c ot any accident or
parts in the history
interruption from
ot
you happy.”
The
Europe.
young man who had at- sr, ne, the litre ■ >f which few people have be- out-id**. This man who was left beThe princess blushed anil grew pale at tracted the
emperor*> attention both by witnessed, and with a repetition ot which, hind in the house ad joining the bank, took
the same moment.
tin* large tuft ot green feathers in his hat it is
probable. I myselt shall not again up a po-ition at the front window that
"A man,” she gasped lorth, with a vio- and
by the splendid black steed he mount- be favored. It was in the early autumn commanded a view of the street. Bv this
lent efiort to appear composed, "who will
ed. was none other than the young Duke of ]Si,s and with a
companion 1 was means h>* could plainly sec any one commake me happy ?”
ot Leuchtenberg, the son ot
Beati- prospecting some wild land on a moun- ing in the direction of the bank, and was
Eugene
Perhaps there was a touch of doubt or hamias, and the grandson of the Empress tain, miles away from any habit tion ot abb* at once to ,-ignal his r‘>/ir'n:?'»:.< at
anxiety in the tone of her voice, perhaps Josephene, Napoleon's first wife.
man
i'he hills and valleys about us w<»rk in4he building ot the approach ot
the trembling motion of her lips betraved
An exclamation both of
and re- were dulling their summer habiliments, anv dangerous person.
surprise
tin' fear which this announcement had lict
• M
escaped the lips ot the Czar. In the and arraying themselves in their gaudy
course tlu* tirst
thing done on gainawakened in her heart: lor when she twinkling ot an
eye he had comprehended tuiiera! garbs; the atmosphere was cleai ing the inside ot the bank was to settle
looked up and fixed her eyes inquiringly how difiictilt it Would be to
get such an and transparent as the ether'ot heaven ; the im-aiis by which this telegraphic* comupon the countenance of her lather she accomplished lover out of the way, but, and the sun shone
iirightlv down upon us, munication was to he kept. The hole,
«aw at a glance that the smile had
at
the
same time, the
disapthought of the high as lie only can look upon mortals on a th.tt had only been partially out through
Iiis
from
and
that
a
threatfeatures,
descent ot the object, of ln> daughter's at- tine
peared
September day We had advance 1 tin* w ill. was hilly opened, the wire passening cloud Was gathering on his tore- tention consoled him a little. The Duke somewhat
wearisomely up the steep ae- ed through and a small bell tied to tin*
head.
The princess recoiled trom the "t Leuchtenberg was the sou of Prince
elivity laborously elimhiug over rocks, end ot it, and iiHt over the head of the
tempest of wrath which might burst forth Eugene by his marriage with the daughter and prostrate trees, and
heaps of mold,' principal “opener." The other end ot
at any moment, and added, in a
faltering ol tfie King of Bavaria; so. it not the son when at length we attained the
ridge of Hu- telegreph wire tin* lookout held in
voice:
of a king, he was at least, the
tiie
elevation. It was now the first part hi- hand, and by previously concerted
grandson
"Command me your majesty, what 1 ot a king by his mother, and the
grandson ot the afternoon, and we paused amid signal he was able to stop the work at
I shall obev.”
am to do.
of an empress bv his father.
This was : the nigged scenery for rest and a lunchwill and again set it
going. From the
"You will obey!” exclaimed the em- something to
compensate for the loss of a eon.
appo:train••* ,,t tin* place and the various
peror, in a voice trembling with emotion crown. But, at all events, the Czar reWe seated ourselves beneath a
clump implements !ett behind by tin* thieves,
and anger.
You will obey!
Am I to "'dvt-d to semi the young duke
away from ot noble pines, the rustling of who-,
bmy must have been interrupted several
understand that it will lie men- obedience s: Petersburg, and to dismiss him in such limbs above U- was
wonderfully soporific time- while they were trying to break
1
on your
il
vou
a
a
husband
from
mariner
as
to
part
accept
give him to understand in its nfluenee
We had scarcely taken open tin* door ot the vault.
While two of
that it would be better tor him not to re- up this
my hand
position, when our attention was the men were •working" at the door, tw
j
1'he grand duchess remain'd silent. turn
He turned to on** of his aids and attracted to the antics of a
group ot squi:- "thers were opening tin* private boxes in
Hut during the short pause she trembled ordered the Duke of
Leuchtenberg to ap- rels^on the trunk ot a fallen tree near by. the bank and securing tin* contents. The
like a flower moved i>y the breeze, and a pear before him.
At firs’ we
supposed they were engaged thieves g«»t into the building by the rear
tear which, in spite of the most
In two minutes tin* duke was in the
painful
only :n sportive gambols, and were no entrance, and then settled the door in such
efforts she made to repress it, rolled down presence of the czar
But at the very liule unused at their
activity and appar- a m inner that at the least alarm of danger
her cheeks was a mute ami jet eloquent moment when Nicholas, with a stern anil i
ently gamesome movements
Hut we In mi the street they con d safely escape
answer to this question.
almost contemptuous face, turned toward soon perceived from their
As tin- affair finally turned
and by that way.
energetic
"What,” resumed the Kmperor, "vou him in order to tell him to leave the
capi- angry chattering, and from the /.cst with out, tin- was the very way by which the
keep silence! Can it lie possible that you tal and empire within twenty-four hours, which they set upon each other, that burglars got otf.
have made already a choice yourself? he cast a side-glance at the
Vbuilt halt-past t ine o'clock on Sunda\
imperial car- some quarrel was being settled in good
Tell me honestly and sincerely, Maria." riages. m which both the
1 wo ot the number were
empress and earnest.
pitted morning one ot the watchmen who was
The young princess still remained si- grand duchess Maria were
witnessing, the against two others, and their assaults to remain on duty during the day came
lent: but the trembling nervousm-s bereview. And the sight which there pre- upon one another were
characterized in- toward the bank. His approach was duly
came s,i violent that she w >s on the
point sented itself to his eyes restrained tin* great vehemence. Now one would eha-c f- legntphcd to tin* men working inside.
of tainting.
words which he was about to utter; tor, his antagonist into the woods
but they 1 hey stopped their labors, and when tin*
"Speak out, trankly and openly.Maria." with a faint cry of terror, the young grand disappeared only for a moment,
quickly watchman. Mr. Swe**n. was mounting the
said tlie czar, in a gentler tone. -I com- i duchess fell back in a swoon
upon her to retain. At last, one succeeded inrout- steps, another signal told them who and
mand it.
scat.
She had followed with her
eyes ing his opponent as to come back alone. wiiat he was
Knowing perfectly well
The princess threw herself at the feet ‘‘Very motion of her father, and when she I’he victor
immediately joined in the af- that to deny this man entrance to the
of the czar.
For a moment she was una- saw him send tor the Duke of Eeuchtenwhich
hank woul 1 be to alarm the town and
had been all this time
fray.
proble to utter anything but moans and sigh-, berg, and the moment which was to deI
gressing on the log, and, uniting his force completely deteat the object they had in
anil to clasp the knees of her father with
cide her happiness or
misery throughout with that of one ot the
the coming to the place, Mr. Sween was
a convulsive grasp.
Hut then, overcom- I lit*' wa.- at hand, her fear and her emotion two at once drove their combatants,
foe in dis- • juietly permitted to open the several doors
single
her
emotion
and
her
she
had
raised
tear,
ing
overcome her firmness.
and get into the place.
|
grace from the spot.
IF* was no sooner
her hands imploringly toward the emper"
but .'it this moment
unput saying a wont to tin: duke, but
again appeared the within tin* threshold, however, than he
or, and said, in a voice almost stifled by
only casting on him a menacing glance, s.piinvl first driven to retreat, md with WM-. suddenly seized, gagged and tied,
her tears, “As you command me to speak the
emperor turned his horse and gallop- evident satisfaction lie surveyed the de- and thrust into a chair, entirely unable to
the truth. 1 will be sincere to you.
Yes. ed off toward the carriage.
serted seat of battle.
Mounting the log, interrupt the work that was goiugforward.
I have made my own choice.
Mv heart
For six weeks the czar employed all almost with the
I he second watchman of the
of thought, he rail
speed
place made
is no longer my own.
It belongs to a possible means to divert the
grand duchess to the end nearest to us, and, picking up his appearance sometime later than Mr.
young man who does not know I love from Itt’r infatuation for the young Her- with his tore paws a
tiny squirrel of ten- Sween. This was communicated to the
him—who will never know it, if such be man duke. Persuasion, kindness,
severity, der age, (which we had not before ob- thieves in the same manner as the arrival
your will ! lie has seen me only at long threats, intrigues—everything proved vain served), as ho would have taken
"I Mr. -Sween ; but one of the
up a nut,
party more
intervals; we have exchanged only a tew anil lu’.ile. At the close ot the tirst. week lie squatted himself on his haunches
and impetuous than the rest, jumped at him
words with each other, and it you wish the
duchess
seemed composed and ran his teeth
grand
remorsele-sly through the with a pistol too so m, and the noise of
we will never
spea.t to each other again.” quiet ; at the close ot the second she cried head of the defenceless
youngster. With- the scuffle was heard by a lady coming
Nicholas made no reply.
He had and wept in secret; at the close of the out
daring to remain longer, lest the in- down the street.
as
he
was
wont to do
third she wept openly; at the close of the censed
grown pale, and,
1 he thief had attacked Mr.
parents should come upon him unBayles alin the moments ol his greatest and most fourth she took the heroical
resolution to awares, lie then dropped his victim and most at his entrance to the bank, and that
painful excitement or anguish, he paced sacrifice her love, and perhaps her life, to lied with a loud shriek of
made
such a desperate fight to
|
triumph into gentleman
to and fro through the
spacious apart- the cruelty ot her lather; at the close of the forest.
regain his liberty that the noise reached
ment.
This silent walk lasted three or the filth she was so ill that her
We
had
the
ears ot the lady
physician
just arisen to inspect the murcomi«g toward the
four minutes, during which the princess i grew alarmed at the state ot her
health; dered squirrelkin, when we perceived the bank. She gave an alarm and a policeremained in a kneeling attitude, waiting at the close of the sixth she
might have parents returning from the pursuit. And man at once rushed to the bank, only to
for the address of her father, ami not dar- died but for the assurance of the
emperor when they beheld the work of the enemy, find, however, that the burglars had esing to interrupt his meditation.
that she should marry the Duke of Leuch- it was truly
affecting to observe them. caped, carrying witl them about one
he
was
anxious
to
learn
the
Evidently
tenberg.
They first endeavored, by every per- hundred thousand dollars’ worth of United
name of the happy mortal who, as it
While his lady-love was being
apexposed suasive effort to induce the dead offspring States and other bo"ds belonging to the
peared, had won without an effort, with- to such terrible trials, the Duke of Leuch- to stand upon his feet;
they set his inani- depositors. The policemen then went to
out a contest, the priceless
jewel which tenberg could not fail perceiving that, for mate body upright, only to witness its fall the adjoining house, ami arrived just in
be held dearer than the crown of Russia some reason unknown to
him, he had lost to a recumbent position; until, wearied time to grapple the last escaping thief.
itself, the heart of Maria—and yet he was the grace ol the
emperor. He did not with their ineffectual labor, one of the A terrific struggle ensued ; but the thief,
afraid of his name ! He, the all-powerful dare to make
any inquiries which might pair took him in his teeth, and, with who was fighting for his liberty, was betmonarch, who lor a mere whim would have informed him of the cause, but made mournful
chatterings, bore him from the ber prepared to meet the policeman than
have defied the united armies of Europe,
up his mind to return forthwith to Munich, spot, followed by his no less disconsolate the policeman was to encounter such a
trembled like a coward at the mere instead of
submitting to the whim of an mate. It was a spectacle not soon to be desperate antagonist, and the thief finally
thought of hearing the name of the young autocrat to whom he owed no allegiance. forgotten. [Cor. Vox
got away from him, escaping through the
Populi.
man who
disputed with him the posses- He was just on the point of executing this
rear window down the
gardens at the
sion of his most precious
But
and
had already fixed upon a day
jewel.
aj plan,
back, and through the fields into the
What
a Miserable Reprobate
last he recovered his self-command.
lor his departure, when one afternoon an
Fjsk
W as.
What a miserable reprobate the woods, where he was lost as well as his
“Is he a king ?” he asked.
officer ot the emperor’s staff appeared in
companions.
all
make
preachers
Fisk
out
to
be
I
father.”
“No,
And
his room and ordered him to
The most curious part of the robbery is
report at they are right.
“But at least the son of a king ?”
Why, the scoundrel act- that none ot the
once to the emperor.
people in town have yet
his
ually
one
stopped
cold, dreary been able to
“No, father.”
carriage
it was not without serious
the police a description
misgiving
give
on
Seventh
avenue
night
and got out, in- ot the
“Ah! Then lie is not a crown-prince ?" and apprehensions that the
thieves. One ol the policemen deyoung’duke
where
she
quired
lived, and gave a poor scribed one of tiie men as
“No, father.”
obeyed the order, which, under the cir- old
a tall,
After every new question in this down- cumstances, seemed to forbode ill
beggar woman a dollar. lie seemed powerful man with a bald beingbut
to him. to have
that
head,
no
shame about him, for the next
ward descent in the social scale, from the But it was too late now to avoid the
was all the
storm,
description of the thief lie
the debauched w*eteh sent her around
very pinnacle of human greatness, the after having neglected to profit by the day
could give.
a barrel oi flour and a load of
czar made a short pause,
coal.
The theory ot the New York detectives
during which first indications of its approach.
One day the black hearted scoundrel sent
he gasped for breath.
When he entered the
is that the thieves had horses and
private cabinet ot $10 and a
wagons
of flour round to a widow
“Is he a foreigner?” he asked with a the czar, Nicholas was
bag
waiting to carry of the plunder, close to
standing before woman with three
children, and the bank, in the rear of the
starving
the marble table, upon which books,
paintul effort.
fields
pa- not content with this the
through
“Yes father.”
remorseless which
pers and charts were spread out in the wretch told the
and they escaped in
Police Captain to look af- these they got oil',
The emperor, as il overwhelmed and
greatest disorder. The emperor looked ter ail the
to
some
wagons
railway station,
crushed by this terrible information, sank pale and his
poor widows and orphans in where
eye was veiled as though a his ward and send
they took the train to Philadelphia.
them to bint when they
back upon his chair, and covered his face tear was
held
back
It
was
an
bv
the
of
force
only
extremely fortunate thing for
with both his hands.
his iron will. But his eoun enance showed deserved charity.
the depositors in the bank that the lady
What a shameless performance it was
The grand duchess did not dare to stir as much firmness and
interrupted the work going oil while
energy as ever be- to give that
or speak.
poor negro preacher $20 and she was on her wav to church
Quietly, like a victim waiting fore.
; for if the
send him on to Howard
lor the death-stroke of the
!
And
University
said
the emperor, fixing his how
executioner,she
“Colonel,”
thieves had been able to go on for an
the black-hearted villain
bowed her beautiful head, ready to unpracticed
hour longer they would have carried off at
penetrating eye upon the frank countedergo the wrath of the emperor, which nance of the young duke, “you are one of his meanness on the poor penniless old least a million ot money, or securities
woman who wanted to
to
burst
her
head
Boston,
might
at any mo- the handsomest officers in
go
upon
by equal to that amount. The police say the
Europe. I have
her passage, and
ment.
actually escort- entire planning and carrying out of the
also been told—and undoubtedly justly— paying
ing her to a tree stateroom, while the
“Is this man whom you love in Rus- that
affair is one ot the cleverest they have
your mind is cultivated and refined, old woman’s
tears of gratitude were
sia?” the emperor at last resumed his ex- that you aid a connoisseur of
known for a long time.
arts and
down
her
cheeks.
amination.
literature, an admirer of science, and that streaming
insatiate
Oh,
monster'
thus to give
“Yes, your majesty."
your character bears a striking resemto penniless negro preachers and
Dr. Guthrie, in a recent address, told a
“Ah! He is here in St.
Petersburg?” blance to that of your noble father and money
women
and children.
“Yes, father.”
[N. V. story which was as suggestive of a moral
illustrious grandmother, who, you will starving
Commercial
Advertiser.
as it was
The voice of the grand duchess grew remembe had no more devoted admirer
amusing. A triend of his. quesfainter and fainter, and lor the second in Europe than
tioning a little boy, said : “When your
my own brother, the late
father and mother forsake you,
time it seemed as if the anguish and emo- Czar Alexander. This is what I have been
Johnny,
One hundred and eighty-one
persons do you know who will take you up ?’’’
tion of her heart would overpower her told, and, as far as I have had an
oppor- were murdered in New York city during “Yes, sir,” said he. “And
as
if
who?”
to counter- tunity to observe you, I am satisfied that the
said
physical strength. But,
past year, and not one has been hung the friend. “The
balance these impressions, and to dispel I have been
police,” was Johnny’s
1
correctly inlormed. Now, for the perpetration of murder.
»nswer.
As soon as the czar was alone he
began
to pace the room in the most violent
agi1 he tremulous motion of his
tation.
lips
and the frightful pallor which mantled
his noole features gave evidence of the
tempest raging in his breast. A terrible
struggle took place in the heart of the

Kiss my lips, thou Lord of light,
Kiss my lips a soft good-night!
Westward sinks thy golden ear,
Leave me hut the evening star,
And mv solace that shall he.
Borrowing all its light from thee!

aspirations.
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Story

about

Mendelssohn.

The writer of “Musical Recollections of
the Last Halt (Vntury.” in Tinsley's Maga! zine, tells this good story of Mendelssohn:
l
Great as Mendelssohn was as a composer, I believe lie was tar greater both as a
Under his
i pianist and as an organist.
i hand each instrument “discoursed” after
| a manner as original as it was captivating.
I Scarcely had he touched the keyboard than
something that can only lie explained as
similar to a pleasurable electric shock
| passed through his hearers and held he in
spellbound—a sensation that was only
j dissolved as the last chord was struck, and
j; when one’s pent-up breath seemed as if I
only able to recover its usual action by i

the daring and
partially successful
robbery ot the Trenton, (N. .1 ) City Hank
j
last Sunday morning, the
telegraph has
spoken
twice,
i urn is lied a brief outline,
the
and
his
could
czar,
replied
dismissed
not help admiring her
embodying tlie
beauty and
1 u 11 and interesting dedaughter without another word.
loveliness. But the idea had never even I leading tacts.
1 he gram! duchess almost
paralyzed crossed his mind that the grand duchess, (ails of one of the most adroitly planned
with fear and excitement reeled out of who was known to lie the favorite
|
daughter j ami boldly executed bank robberies ever
the room.
of the

Kiss my uheek, thou noontide ray.
From mv Love so far away !
Let thy splendor streaming down
Turn its pallid lilies brown.
Till its darkening shades reveal
Where his passion pressed its seal!

Leaky tin-pans

Make Cream Pie

10

take

<M

smitltMily

Kiss mine eyelids, beauteous Morn.
Blu-hiog into life new-born!
Lend me violets for my hair.
And thy russet robe to went-.
And thv ring of rosiest hue
Set in drops of diamond dew !

easily

no

N

■'

are

For each
hour aud two
oi sugar, well mixed with hall a tea-cup of
cream; grate into it about one-third of a
medium sized nutmeg, a .-mall lump oi butfet\ and tLt white ol an egg fl’ell beaten.
This pie has no upper-crust.
Bake quick
aud serve warm

pie

s

v

articles

liuii

els.

s

*o us,-

Pans.

and quickly
mended by hammering a small nail ur Lack
of soft lead to lit the hole; cut off each side
w*t it down.
and
Kivets of soft iron or
other metals may be used to mend kettels,
and

her nervousness by liis sternness, the <*z.*ir ! sir, will
you be sincere enough to tell me,
asked her, in a
menacing tone, without any reserve, whether you know
“And where can I see him?”
my daughter, the Grand Duchess Maria,
‘Aon can see him to-morrow morning and what
you think of her?”
at the military review.”
The young duke was struck with as“And how am I to
tonishment at this question, propounded
recognize him?”
“By the green plumage of his hat, and to him so directly and abruptly. He had
seen the
by his splendid black horse.”
princess several times; he had
“\ery well. I shall look out for him.” even
to her once or
and

Fantasia.

T<> K.nkap Bread.
After the dough is
mixed. lloui the hands, and folding the tinmake
what is called a
over the ihinuh,
ire!
list. ;nid heat aud pummel the dough, tlrst
with one hand and Then the other, on every
vv.»rk ii ihu> till It ceases to stick to
si.iiMuch kneading makes bread
the hands
whiter and liner.
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Buffalo Hun*.

sult of the first

«ny discoveries which science
the present age, no ouc art
: lly grown Into favor as
r
a product of the distillation «»1
•• bid ion of
naphtha. bcuzole,
U'

Imperial

The telegraph has announced the reday's hunt by the Imperial
party on the plains ot Nebraska last Mon-

Poultry.

to

n

-i

and

The

j

of a gulp or a sol.
An anecdote relative to this teeling 1
| may here introduce as told me bv Sir
Michael Costa. *>n one occasion ot Mendelssohn being in Switzerland, lie and Sb
Michael met at the church of Kriburg, in
which building the organ is of such worldwide celebrity that few person:—especiI ally those who lay claim to any musical
means

|

j

■

correspondent

who

accompanies

the party describes the hunt ami
party in
considerable detail. Ot the camp prepared tor the Imperial party he writes;
“I hi" < imp Alexis embraces about
four acres ot*ground, and i< situated on a
Ion grassy plateau, from which the snow
has been removed at the junction of the
Red \\ illow with one of its small but now
frozen tributaries.
Two companies of
Knifed Stales envalrv, K and K of the
Second Regiment, are located here lor
tie* purposes of this grand ducal buffalo
hunt
I le camp laces south, and looks
out on It -d Willow Greek.
Twelve new
wall tents, fitted up with all camp conveniences. including comfortable stools,
arc
arranged in a line for the accommodation ot the guest-;. The dinner room
of our (‘amp is formed out ot two large
marques, and is very handsomely festooned inside with
flags. A sumptuous banquet was presented before the guests,
alter all had reached the ground, la^t
The meal included different
evening.
varieties of game to be found on the
Western prairies.
Khoice wines were
served with the different courses.
On
the run to the lied Willow, General <’u-tar Killed a prairie chicken with a rifle
ball, and the Grand Duke was
delight>

ed at the -hot-—it took off tin* chicken’s
head —that he wanted a slice f it tor his
j dinner. Accordingly the bird was cooked
after we came into
imp. and the Duke
j
! rel* deal it exceedingly.
I he splendid sunset of the

taste—leave the town without going b
hear it. At the time referred to the ms
previous
todian was somewhat of a hear, and m ist
veiling wa> jiiite surpassed hv tin* brilliant
of
tinclouds
that
coloring
hung
determinedly refused, either lor love or
money, to permit any stranger to place ; ov.t tin horizon at the dawn of the sucbis fingers upon the keys, although he i ceeding morning.
The sun, however,
himself had not the slight* st pretension i soon dispelled tin floating vapois. and
the sky presented
to the designation of an
nothing but tin- sun it
organist: and so
tar Irom
showing trie capabilities oi the self in an unbroken field of blue.. The
weather he. e is wonderful *or this season
instrument, induced verv mane t
go
away under the impression t.iat thev bail of the year, tne day has been warm and
beautitul
Overcoats have been quite unbeen “sold," and that, a,!! “Mat ray" and
other guide-books hail stated was nothing necessary, and some who brought them
found them •umbersoun*.
better than a “delusion and a sear|
\ cry earl
in the morning Buffalo Bill
Mendelssohn was resolved, bv hook or v 1
crook, to ascertain what the Fri mrg organ went out to see what the prospects were.
Before ten » io- k In* returned with tidwas made ot
bor this purpose tie drew tile custodian i ings Hitt abou: litfeen mile" distant there
■

herd

..f
utf»
out, working upon his weak points o’
.rowsing on the
character—-for the old man really loved grass that grows <». 'he divide between
j the Red Willow and n»e
the organ as if it had been his ch Id
Modi me.
This
but
?
qlt. 1. y j) 11 k
as to
getting his consent, that seenrd to j was plea-cim. news
< >rdera
lie beyond the
probability of realization. and all the other -p ism.01
make the necessary
Every one, who ever had the good tm tiine wen* given at o,*» -e
to he
acquainted with Mendelssohn, must preparations to follow and to find them
have been attracted by bis winning man- Accordingly, soon after breakfast, the
hunters in our party, armed to tie- teeth,
ners, iiis courteous bearing, and tils manitestatiuns of decided character.
Whether i were snugly in then saddles. Den, Sheri
lie won upon tin* old man bv an\ me oi'1 dan, being .-lightly indispos. d did no?
»me '»ut wirii 11s in 11..• 'Horning, but w•*
these pectiii irities at' his native worth"
found in Ku^tar. who was assigned the
in particular, or
by th<-: comm intern, can
only tie inferred. Suffice it to say. that duty "i the initiation >f His Imperial
II gi 1 ness into the my-.-. :‘ct buffalo
after long parley lie wa- permitted to trv
one range of keys.
hunting, the most dashing eavabw officer
One hand he cm pi
:n the service, next to
Mieridan
«‘<i at first. quietly umii” hr huK r in v'.ni -V
The Grand Duke's hunting 1
w-s
iniT the stops. as it to test th*
It consisttheir quality; aml when he had thus
''cry appropriate and simple.
:
ed ot i icket and trow-er- ot ln-avy gray
out as
many as seemed applicable lot
loth tiimnt'il with green. ;ln buttons
purpose, he made a dash, which e unp.etely staggered tie* old man, ai d t'-gn •,» hearing the Imperial ltis-inn euat ol
was

a

..

j

he wore his boohs outside his trowhis cap was in A’ str.dian t’irbaii.
with cloth top.
IIi* (im-d
li tsstatt
wahunting knife and tin- s nitli »v Wes.on r..
standing, and tor an instant seemed avelvet* recently presented to him and
he would drag the bold intruder men ns
hearing tie coat of arms of the I'nited
scat.
That impulse was, howev. -,
slates anil
It t
momentary tor hy soon stood, a- if w \
General t'ustar appeared in his well
spellbound, until break in tie* gush eg j
known frontier Imeksko huuting costume,
harnmnv enaoled him to make m
l’>
and if instead ot the comb*
-•'ylskin hat
ascertain who the master spirit was that
wore he had only had leathers fastenmade the organ speak as he had never in
ed in Ills flowing hair, lie would have
heard it speak before. Sir Michael
a.
distance for a great Indian
at first scarcely knowing wle’thc:- it were
passed a!
■hud.
Hutfalo Hill’s dress was something
better to smile at the Id man's astoui-hsimilar to (’us ar’*
When the three
nient. <>r to let events take their eoiirst
or
-t trted otr together, the Duk". 1 i-tar and
to enlighten him at oim ; d»* ided
up
Hi 11— ill large and powerful, and ail
the former course; but ai tin- mum-ir rhe
old man seized him bv the arm. are: gasp- hardy hunters they attracted tile atten
ion and admiration of even* one,
Most
d "nr. “Who, in hea\en s t atne s t it
d the members ol
a
man?”
Hut when he -msw. ed. slow md
imperial party
well! along and all tic- -taff utli. ers in
deliberately. “Felix Mendelssohn
■amp.
oldy.” he staggered a- ii -.ruck by
I ae ta,
,t tin* • nuitrv w is
mendous blow. “And I retiiM-d him
very milch
>i
broken up and the snow in some spots
touch my organ!” Ie* -orr*-wiuiiv said.
Hut as MendeN>ohn began aga: ’•> ■'a\\ ! was eighteen iie ie-s de, p. Tile Grand
Dike availed hiuiselt
I (.’uslar’s e\pe
he gave an impatient sign that
-lemid
not be disturbed, and listened is he never ricuce. asking many ipie.tioris. and praclistened again, as if -mie mighty spirit ticed running and -ii voting at imaginary
ifi
esbis
I us u
had entranced him.
e■
The
gained.,
Mendelssohn spoke n few kind *v in- to down and round ravin.-, and over rolling
lands
and sometimes within sight of
the old man, and so departed, 1< avi: g in
impression upon his mind and heart : ii.tt. howling yvoives -a distance of ncariv titwithout doubt, during the tine- that he teen miles, wh -a U't i- we ga.looed tit>
the rugged slope
divide. yy*e came
was spared was never ft; i;
»
mur
■lose upon part •!’ the h id that he had
e rated.
seen
I he Duke and < ‘u-tar v'iiurged tog’ the:*, mi’ wait se anal singular to the
Love In a Snowdrift
hunters the luilfalos |i | not run
tic v
He* Kansas City Tine-s reeou: rs tie- 1
stood at bay. as if tin y had been
expectmantic termination ot a very romantn
ing the imp t ia! partv, and .is if u,
ly
A young are! pr»
young lady's rambles
A nine oil
at t I,~
,-iiarged through
named
Miss
('■
Vine
-la
ty girl
>-g-.iv«-.
.f-na
He
residing at San 1 )ieg< last
kept Ills eye el is.
ig bull til l' Was
to
an
I
advei i— uient in ie* \\ tv- waiting *to go f,,1 the Grai
sponded
Duk
\lex
w
erly M igaziie* for a correspoudeu
is. howevei rod.' el
up to the animal
view to enjoy “fun ami auius-*m-m, ami
and put a couple of pistol shots in him.
perhaps matrimony.” I'he new c.rrc- when he started down tlm ravine, the
pom.ient of the young lady reside.I v Duke and ("ttstat* atie, him.
Another
Wathena, Kansas, and represented hnn-b
lttd he f,
whe” a
pop from the, pito be a merchant,
wealthv,
lurne-t,
shot
young,
from a rill- fn i-ii.-d him.
and in want of a wile. A long and ; wing
A cheer at— tt mi
the
•ompiiliv
correspondence ensued netvveen der-mc* 'A lien the Dike aid go* :
game, ..p
Markham and Mis- Co-grove.
I’h-e
•am*' his hunting kmc
w
and
:,t tingraph- were exchanged, uni Mistail Ot til'' lead bull do. which ill.' brought
was
to
her
find
im--.
ii
grove
delighted
into (•amp a- a trophy
Me: uwhile the
lover a good looking youth, / 'm / /< m remainder ot t!"
t.-w
tnat wen. near
and
appearance
decidedly ham!--.me enough w-re ‘gun* for’ a the other
M
ne.-oacfinally she consented
•! tin* p
members
ml lour 1 11tfa
Markham, and for economy's >ak« eon- 1 wen killed
U
to come to W ithen.t t</ I>■* .1
;
I WO years ago to t l;t\ the <■ rami Duke
Two weeks ago she started tor K mvi-,. was
hunting with hi- I trite an,I killed hiAll went well until Mm got in the 1> n ,.
lirst Russian hear
1
bghb-d H:s tm
Pacific. After leaving Cheyenne tin train
peril! Highness imm nselt to ment
struck a drill and became hopelewlv -tuck
the inehleut that he slued hD tirst bulfalo
fast. While snow-bound near Crow Creek.
m
tile anuiver-i \
eat dav.
VnMiss
attracted
the
atColorado,
ither bond ot union 'letwcm Rissia'aml
Cosgrove
tention ot Mr. Julius Emmett, a commis- America.' -aid a i.n m
the Imperii
sion merchant id' Kansas City, wi < [,• rwhile all lined in
m

plav

as

only

he

>uld

play.

I'he old man gasped : »r oreal'n
clutched the rail against which Ie

;

arms

'prs

Me

--

••

■

....

o

■

■

..

ceiving the young lady seated aim;and

evidently unprovided lor such an emergency, very gallantly tendered sneh a--:-- 1
in his power to give, 11/ : a
valise lull of cold food, and two ouil.tlo

tance

was

a'

j

party,
to the Duke

robes. The young couple were so u on
Miss Ca-sn ve
friendly, social terms.
very naively recited her adventures, and
was rcwaided
by Emmett intormiug her
that he was single, etc. They parted with
regret at Wathena, when the young lady

It

was

now

eongrarulati

getting

!

in

the alter

and !>v unanimous consent it was
td better gallop back
concluded that
to eamp belore dark, a, 1 leave the
larger

noon,

herd beyond for the next day's sport.
In
the best ,,t spirits v- now turned our
horses' head- toward our camp on Ri*d
Willow creek.
As we r, ne v tiin sight
it it just at sundown, yv announced out

return and
m
Indian style, with
meet tor the first time him she
.I dei!
veils, which w
front
I
call her husband.
She had but a
eamp.
moment to wait before a rough,rakish indiDuring our absence -spotted Tail' with
vidual, at least 40 years of age. made himhis braves had come in tr.cn Blackwood,
self known as her correspondent and
and camped on the other -ide ot the creek

turned
was

to

■

to

expectant husband. Miss Cosgrove, tinding that she had been deceived, turned
without a word and entered tin- oar and
went to Kansas
City. A few days after-

j

■lose

to

our

is on our

own.

They

will accompany

hunt to-morrow."

wards the young lady married her friend
‘Mark Tyvain" ys \ Reporter. The
she will no doubt often |
wonder at the strange termination of a ! life of a reporter was described by ••Mark."
flirtation in a snow dritt on the Denver ! in one ot his lectures at
in the

Emmett, and

Chicago,

Pacific.

following

A good story is told of Barnum and a
prominent clergyman, who shall be nameless, and who is noted for his hiygh opinion

of himself. The two met in the street,
with the divine patronizingly inquiring after the great show-man's physical and
spiritual welfare, and remarked that it
was time he should be
preparing for his
latter end. To this Barnum agreed and
of
the
satisfaction with which Inspoke
had attended tin- ministrations of the
learned preacher. The latter swelled with
satisfaction at the praise, and replied,
“Barnum, 1 always liked you. You are
a good fellow, and 1 trust we shall meet
in heaven.”
“Oh!” said the impertualde
show-man, with a twinkle in his eye, “1
have no doubt we shall—if you are there."
A

two since a couple of ladies,
out collecting money for church
purposes, stopped at the Piute House,
Lower Gold Hill. Alter calling upon a
number ol persons for contributions they
asked “John,” the Chinese cook, to
give
a dollar.
What you wantee me give
dolla?” asked John. “We want you to
give us a dollar to help the church.”
“Dolla helpachurcha ?” cried John, opening his eyes; "what matter churcha?”

who

day

or

were

“It’s poor; it needs money. Can’t you
me a dollar ?” “Me no sabe churcha;
me poor, to.
What you call churcha—
what him namee’’” “Christ’s Church,”
was the reply.
No; me no give dolla,”
answered John, decidedly.
Me no likee
Klist; Klist wantee too much money—
money, money, all time money for Klist!”

give

terms

I reported on that morning
newspapet
hree years, and it was pretty hard w, rk.
But I enjoyed its attraction. Reporting is
:he best school in the world to
get a knowledge ot human beings, human nature, and
human ways. A nice, gentlemanly re
porter—1 make no references—-is well
treated by everybody. Just think of the
wide range ot his acquaintanceship, his
experience of life and society! Xo other
iccupation brings a man into such familiar sociable relations with all grades and
.■lasses ot people. The last thing at night
—midnight—lie goes browsing around
liter items among police and jail-birds, in
the

look-up, questioning

the

prisoners,

making pleasant and l isting iriendship
with some of the yvorst people in the world
[Laughter.] And the very next evening
ue
gets himselt up regardless of expense,
puts on all the good clothes his friends
tave got, [laughter] goes and takes dinner with the governor or the commandern-ehief of the, district, the United States
senator, and some more of the tippet
■rust of society.
He is on good terms
with them all, and is present at
every pubic
gathering, and has easy access to every
of
ninety
people. Why, I breakfasted
ilmost every morning with the governor,
lined ivith the principal clergymen, and
dept in the station-house. [Laughter.]
A reporter has to lie a little, or they
would discharge him. That is why I left
t.
[Laughter.] I am different from

Washington;

I have a

higher

and

grander

itandara of principle. Washington could
lot lie ; I can lie, but I won’t.
[Prolonged

Laughter.]

Maine

Execution

Legislature.

George

of

J

Botts.
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Our readers will remember the murder !
of Pet Halstead, a prominent radical politician, by George Putts, a stalwart English cartman, who found Halstead in the
The murderer was
room ot’ his mistress.

dan.
llnrsF.. A discussion took place on
the M;*.• i»■ *. mi ll railroad bill which on iis
Mr. Knight of Port} ass-igc t.» he engross, d.
N i. :ic '. ml tn indefinitely postpone, which
:i>-i
"as
vote ui l'1 nays. 30 yeas.
The bill
w as tabled for further consideration.
\ > lint eonveniion tor the election of State
TV a surer took p a- .■ in the Representatives’
hung at Newark. New Jersey, last Friday.
H
And Mr. Caldwell was declared elected
l
The following is an account ot the exeeuasurer tor the fiscal year.
Vrunag the peiitious presented and referred
tion—
wcr,. the following:
A body
of sixty policemen under tin*
>mt Anni Wisweil and nine others of Hanmaud of Limits. Evarts, Kirwin and Pori*
k
n
r uier asi of salary of County Attorney
>
folder
were
detailed
at
t
an
lean
for Hancock
early
pr**s.*rv*
unity.
riie crowd began ’«> as-* mb|»> a 1 uPa-sed iu concurrence: Rill relating to the order,
creased up !*> 10 o'clock, when ah mt on.* thouven i\
niH-tmio on land-locked salmon, trout
sand were present. The police rigidlv < irrie 1
and tog in
fie- H ise a!- pus>.'d the bill living the com- out their orders, and no one was admitted. A?
P> o'clock the Sheriff* arrived, ace hi.; •uii*,-1 by
pensation of Supreme Court Justices.
I
>kn\ik.
After a lengthy discussion the biii ; Deputy Davis and the unde? -In-riff’-.
were followed by the Jcrsev Ere. dm* n to the
a
chaitci- ior a railroad from Lewiston
gvantn.g
I u 11 cl loll was earned by a vote ol
cane..number of about one •. mid red an l tiftv. Those
b' yeas to l'J ua>s, on it- passage to be engrosshaving tickets, with representatives ot the
A rope
ed.
press, were immediately admitted.
Leave to withdraw has been given to peti- was drawn in the hallway from the prisoner's
cell to the -ide of the galiovv-. Inside tin- were
ii*mis tor a bounty -m destruction of toxes.
Tin L tsieru Normal School bill was tabled, the Deputy Sheriffs, the remainder of th*‘ crowd
after voting to insist in passing tile same to be
being kept outside. The pci-oner- on the ground
tiers were removed to the second and third
engrossed.
a
>i!l wa- reported relating to compelling tiers, i*n which were provided '■eats for the re"•:H attendance ot children at school.
Laid over presentatives of the press. While the Sheriff’
and his assistants were testing tin- strength of
mder the rule to be printed.
tin- rope and pull«*\-.the noise made l*v them
be plainly heard in the prisoner’s eel
eould
Sen* ati
n
te< on Senawhile the cigar smoke puffed out by those e**lt"iia' \ -n
made
rep.c t relating to the 11th
lee ted to witno—the execution curled up pa-t
iseats V
:
the prisoner'- window. Botts and his friends
uni g'\e>
us.;t- to Hadlock (Rep.
was aoil-uui, an<i every now and then came
‘b ■1 til)-; dir pay of Moore was made
up to prayed
the familiar tone of the well-known air •*(’Inna.''
t'i- “lid "i the
i!granting a : irter for a railroad from arranged to tin words *Whv do w.* Mourn."
All this time the click >*f the hammer driving
1 wi-ton tu imiiik
vr1111 the Grand Trunk
the few last nails m the bracing to render the
••'o
l'a'i\
uinli-U;. vv11;• 11 was vesterday
timber- -till more tit to d their dread duty,
■■used ii be ngross. ,j
aiue up on a motion to
was plainly heard.
At about 11 o'clock the
onsidi■. ;..ai Vi.i'i
A Warm debate took
'iii tii- in >; •>•) to reconsider was carried
spring \va- touched, and tin* weight fell with a
loud rash to tot tlu strength and efficiency of
f" 1
and
e.\t Wednesday was
the apparatus.
us -.1 t
us consul' ration.
-I u
n wa- reported
THE MARCH Tl» THE UALEoWSs
inexj client on proie s
ggs sho
All being In rea line--, order- were given to
:
'"la -ruing the taxation of
personal c.-a-e smoking, and the Sheriff’ prove led to
»v.'u where th-- own* r
iwii*
Hi- arms
the ceil w hr* he found Botts re a !y
r‘Ui
s’ate ; to
r- aimg a
ell on tilt
auchise
were at one*- pinioned, the halter put r *und hi*'■
b :* ;•:•••>
a! eoinpar.\
nc.-k and the black cap placed *m hi- head.
Resolve w I- reported providing for an f-w minutelater, with the .‘sheriff oil the riglit.
V
i:.i
Poll-! lUitioil relalingto the
an.I under-Sheriff’ Davis on hi- leit., the dooun-b
o*
1 'U>g
r>! 'in y
tor Hi- support ot common
man appeared at the i-twei
end *>f the lam
:n--is.
Lid n -r to lie printed.
Every breath was he hi and head uncovered,
!’•> insist on itv former action
die slow steps of the thr.-e were heard a- they
relating io the Eastern tell one by one on the pavement.
s'
•»

w:~~

1

1

1

s,

SIMPSON.

K'MTOK AM) l'KOl'KI K'l OK,
sr ns.' Kir ri* t.\
vitl.ii
tlu year,

I

!•- k m,s

#2.50;

In advance, #2.(10 a year;
Rt the expiration of the

Terms. For one square, (one
(noli
length in column,' #1.25 for three week*,
•u *1
eei.i
tnr each subsequent insertion.
A fraction ot
a;iro charged as a lull one.
A DVKktisixo
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EXECUTORS and GUARDIANS
in the

desiring tin ir advertisement* published
Journal will please so state to the Court.
:

j

I

St KS« ‘itl UERs desiring to have the address <d
p.ipeis ehanged, must state the Post Office to which
the paper has been sent a* well as to which it is
to go

■

M. Pkttenoili. & Co., t* State St., Boston
and :i? Park Row. New York, are our authorized
tor
Agents
procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.
R. Niles, No.
Hcollav’s Building, Court
B-iifou. is authorized to receive advertisements
I St. this
t*• r
paper.
##* I'.
Evans, loo Washington street, is an
authorized agent tor this paper.
P. Rowell & Co., 4o Park Row, New
\ i-rk, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.
j #|* Hokai'K Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
; is an authorized Agent 1or the Journal.

|

i
j

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date
the colored slip* attached to the paper. It is tin*
For instance, 15
only f>>rm ot receipt now used
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
b-' immediately changed to corre.-pomi. and thus a
receipt in full is sent with every paper. Subscriber*
in arrears are requested *o forward the sums due.
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In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE
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to

1

We have
•< ti no
report of Mr. Hale’- speech.
Liu We nolle. 1 that Mr. O'V, u h ading democratic representative from New York, ottered
s

1

ngrosse«:.

1

ON

vatt
w >

r-

u

-b

I here

s;

ling limb-. His courage w.i- gradually failing
Behind the pri-**ner was a group
phy-ician-. and liohling his right hand wa- L*-y
Mi Weed. Sheriff' Ihckweli held In- left, supporting him a little withal. In a loud, steady
voie,- Mr. Davis read the Governor*- warrant
I'he prisoner grew
sanctioning the execution.
v-sibly m*>re weak, although he -truggled
bravely to hold up. as the (.'hapiaiti, in a voie
intended only for his ear. proved to Heaven for
When the reading ot the warrant w
mercy.
finished the Rev. Mr. Siegiried -aid in a loud
voie* :—“In behalf of George B »;t- I thank
everybody win* ha- ever been kr I to him, e-pecially the officers and warden- of tie- ;ail and
hi- spiritual dvi-er. and he also forgive-, trom
'* i\*n in
the bottom ot hi- heart, all vv h
any way iu-trutm ntal in hi- d* a'!i. ami
who, under the law, now compa-- i."

J

R »b'-instou to build

if

a

long debate over the
Boston a M line Railaoad !■•
,‘orii.i
of its line, and extend
making of. xr- ns .-n, which re-bird
!
Ilf bid j>:i>■»)ng ti. »„• engrossed aftei
I;-’
ttnen.Jfd 'll that the time was extended
v
ii.
i!< 1 t!'•
afion wa- ehanged in
in : to th* n-ir1 h side of«
mmereiai street.
c
B'r-n ng railroad
eoinpatr.es was <>rI’
i to
printed and referred to Com. on
"a
;d Laws.
w-cre pa-sed relating to <
renting a iien
»nd --ither bea-t for pasturing and
T
’'• s;, •.,. iind.
intrant [o tile eqUlt*
sE.

was

••

■

:ie*

‘b

•'

^

bbut

s.

1

V

laimg to trespassers

i—•

|■

t.
s

•Fit

1*.

-:'\ vrr...
i-1
a

:

.a

wa-

a.d an i
in the S

on

th-

:--«■•

"1

■

1 t.•

'ab-ed.

wa-

improve-

n

M

Mondav.
titioji- i ic-riited and referred—of Ww

>arg«-tit

and

[

m next

i--iLiie

..:tnT-

tor

barter

a

tor a

er

tde-

li _1:n• from
.-'in. •- l>. r I-.,
petitioi
N. T H
and <'the? t.>r a law authorizing
the appointment of a Haro -r Master for tin
port of Kueksport.
wa- pr- -enu-d and referr-d amenda\ p
t1 'f\ to the !.iw n-;.ting Tot
ounty -open i-or’■ ••»'-.
it po v. !r- tor County Boards o'
Education.
||.:"-F,
Norm
Ping to the
<,,h*'oi at fa-tine recommitted to the C'otnruit*n l.d'i: .'
n by th1 House eaiue back from
t :e s.-m.te that Brandi
insisting on it- vote
pacing ;tie -atiir m
A lengthy
engro-s••■!.
an i w mu .f o p,
to-ok tdaee whi- h result* d m
atjt-nding the r—oive
that The State shall
ntr But*
S-U.ooo t .r t!
purchase or r*« i« »n
■■f a -ui’a'-c mi ::ng at fa-tir*
pro\ id*-*, <
t ne T'ai-*
tin- -uui
£n00o to aid in the eotn!1 i■1 tt*•;i >f tie *o.*d• 1 ?11g- and f.-netng the ground-.

sni'

■

j

•f

i

"

*11.

'll-

II

'MIU

1

1

\

u

t'.

"■

:

nquirv

passed relating

t<-

ha- been ma*le or certain lots
••• d for N »rmal S hoo;- and
o
asking
<Tovern«»r ! >r mformatioi
\. re-o.wiirhori/.mg th.* -e.wetarv of the
t«* fiirtii-h Book-, etc., t*. towns which i«.-st
> :;■*< wa- *o] *'V,-r under tlie rules.
«'•

B

>

tigs

■

.th

R

c.

gross
s-jv ngs

.w

Bank, and the Beth**

,n

■

■-

present

jority.
A long discussion took place

the Maine
taken from the
its engrossment,
The yeas and nays were ordered, and resulted in the passage of the bill by a vote of tC
yeas to 35 nays.
Order# of inquiry were passed relating to the
time in which person# receiving damages caused by defective highways, shall commence an
action for ihe recovery of said damage; relating to the trapping of wild animals.
A bill was reported relating to the return of
list of stockholders in corporations to assessors
of town# and to the Secretary of State; also,
bill an act relating to the duties of sheriffs and
county attorneys, printed under the rule.
The bill giving authority to the Bangor and
Piscataquis Railroad Company to construct a
branch road to Brownville and Sebec created
much discussion, the motion being to take it
from thp table and have it assigned; Mr. Lebroke of Foxcroft, advocating with warmth
the motion. Pending the disposition of the motion the House adjourned.
Central loan bill, which

was

table, the question being

on

on

The Suez canal, built with so much skill and
expense and opened with such grand ceremony
and eclat, has proved a pecuniary failure, and
j# now offered for sale with no buyers.

lie

granted,

in •'di et,

to

HUY

THEM

WHERE

BE BUILT’
And Conl’hi talk ot the Eree
says Xav.
t
t this dc.nineratic lawgiver
gives
TAX

—

pamphlet of
by him,

recently
is

est

treated of

slopping inter-

length, it is
understood to be his purpose to induce
action in the Legislature, by a series of
resolves, to be presented by t 'ongress. A
perusal of the pamphlet, discloses little
that is new. Indeed, there is nothin^
new that need be said on the subject.
The
at

than those that have been made before.
Mr. Iliehborn places on the title page of
his pamphlet the motto “Don’t give up

seventeen pages
in which the un-

the

some

ship,"

which in its associations is un-

fortunate. ami

brings

plorable naval battle
1

to

mind the

one

of the war ot

These were the last words of the

de-

IS12.

gallant

as he lay mortally wounded on
board the Chesapeake oil Boston harbor.

Lawrence,

But the

English

boarders were

already

of the deck ; his ship was given
by the silent and de- possession
serted shipy ards,the emigrating mechanic* up, ami sailed to Nova Scotia with the
hoisted over the American—
and sailors, and the failing builders.
Our English ling
where our carrying trade has
ships were, and are not—that is the whole precisely
been going tor the ten years past.
story. The chief value which the statements and

arguments possess which are set
Aha !
forth in the document before us. consists
in the tael that Mr. Hichborn is a promiWe gave last week the letter with
nent member of the administration party,
which Leet, the commander-in-chief ot
which holds in its hands the fate of the !
the general order swindle, was armed by
shipping interest. While men who take ! the President wh<*n sent to New York in
lavors ot the administration, and newspapers that look for the crumbs that tall
from their master's table at. Washington,

finding frivolous

for what is
inexcusable, Mr. Hichborn dares to state
the matter as it is.
As the conclusions of
are

search ot
a

; “man

excuses

|

found

profitable employment.

decided odor

verv

<»l
to

ot

woollen.

It has

1 he

unquestionable integrity" is
swindling to the tune

have been

«>t Sos.t'UU a year.
When we come to
i really examine the President’s solicitude
a man of
experience in shipbuilding, who for reform in the civil service, it
appears
has made a study of the causes of its debe a convenient theory for show,
to
his
should
cay,
pamphlet
outweigh moun- without
A. T. Stewart,
any application.
tains of the froth and fume of the administhe celebrated New York merchant, was
tration newspapers which seek to delend a
hefon* the committee last week, and testipolicy that is tearing the vitals out of tlu-ir
fied that die general order business was a
state.

flic main points made by the author
are:
First: That steam cannot take the

place of sailing ships for heavy height
and long voyages, for economy steps in
and settles the question in favor >t the
latter.

Second

:

That iron cannot tike the

place of wood, economy, durabil'ty and
{
safety considered. Third : That with a
of
the
been
burdens
which
have
!
lifting
imposed upon the business within the iasi

gross outrage upon Lin people, and that
under the present administration the exThat the
pense had increased three fold.
merchants had made attempts to get rid
of these extortions, and appealed in vain
to tile President, is made dire *tlv to appear from Mr. Stewart’s testimony, as
follows

You stated yon had made no complaints
to the authorities at tin* custom-house here betaii-i
you are not fond of making complaints,
and trie.} to manage your own business? A.
Ye■*, sir.
ten years. American builders am owners
q. Have yon \. r -tat--I your views to tin
can compete successfully with any md all
Secietarv of the Treasury or the President!'
A.
Well, 1 prefer that you should not ask me
foreign people, and restore the navigation
t( a
I never did to the Secretary of
of the country to its former high degree I the question.
Treasury.
Will
mention
whether you called the
of prosperity.
q.
you
atf«union ot the President to it? A. I have,
For tin arguments advanced in »tipq. When first. \. Oetoher. a year ago.
q. October. 1S70? V. Yes vr.
port of each pi oposition, we have not room
q. More than once? Yes, sir.
in our columns.
But the summing up,
A.
At an
q. How otteii, it you please
and re-stating of the whole question i.s it other 1 ime.
was
that?
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When
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affects the state ot Maine, we copy in lull,
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other time*
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at
were
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^ Lea m tug Nautilus, from
Bucksport for New
York, sprung a leak and sunk in a gale oil • ape
Cod, on Friday night, (. apt. Snow' and crew
took n» the ;.oils, and after great suffering lauded near Wellth-ef.
i’he boat was partially eovered bv iiisiirate tor N..000.
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never
man.
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I <-d. Betore vve separated, the loser of through the back f hi-.
escaped by jimm
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I hose nr-- not tlx- romaniie tuneSo b-autitul m Spenser's rhymes,
>«» dazzling to the dreaming bov
Ours ai• tiie day- of fact, not fable.
Of knight-, but not" of tie* round table,
< »f Railie Jarvie, not Rob K->\
fi- what “Our ITe-xDut,” M-unoe.
Ha- called “the era of gou-i feeling"
The Highlander, the bitterest toe
To modern law-, has felt tie ir blow,
< on-ented to f*e taxed, and
vote.
And | ut on pantaloon- and coat,
And leave off stealing-cattle

Spencer's
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••lie

certainly contained the element that
we are
contending for—that of untf/tt- fdries s.
And we claim that, having en
dorsed and printed our rhymes so long
ago, the Age cannot now denounce them
\Ve
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ever'.
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is furnished by .i dde dam. which move* an im
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Generalities.
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‘Down with Lincoln, up with Mo(del land
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No wronged one, thv Book ha- -aid
Will lack Thy iu-th c <>r thv aid.
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swittly verify tin word.
Heckir** for u-. and sheath tin* word.
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ask. what

to
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Hear our prayer, our country -ave—
Touch u- that, to the tru** and bras
In cv cry age, in v * -1 y •inn.*.
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not

ot our Nolons have to go home
Natun 1 ty that a -juorum is uaid to
tie obtained <m that
day >i Monday iVi
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Not a blackened wreck low lies
In tli*- waves, hut will in-<
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Hark! the ransomed freed men sing.
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Not for lengthened lease of power,
Vnd n<>r for strength in trial's hour:
Less for hosts to meet the foe.
Least for will to deal the- blow.
Every hill-sin**. ever) glen,
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To sav nothing of the had grammar, the putting brokt n women’s hearts into the *arne
with broken fences, i* an incougruifv
gory
which wouhl make a horse laugh. The itn
shows how elevated the writer’s idea of femae
character is ! 1 Prog. Age.

.! Statutes used in the same

would,
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ui me

The copies

tin* tlv loaf ot each.
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of the K vi

companied by

broken fences.*'

tion ot Shakespeare
V jest’* prosperity lies in

p.-Mtetl

the editor of the Age received a neat,
gilt-edged and perfumed manuscript, ac-

If the Journal editor know h* much us our
country boy contributor, he would know that
rust or rusty was an entirely differcur word
from
rustictis, signifying the country. Hi*
machine, too. grinds out more sensible’ poetry
than that ground out by on
W. If. v who
erroneously imagin-- himself a poet. Here is
a couplet taken from the latter'- Machine
rhymes
on the Xew Year, which is decidedly
unique:
“Some drank, some gamed, and some at church have
made but vain pretences;
False men have broken women’s hearts, and rowdies

during

tary

Upon Criticism.

The Prog. Age hag a poet who calls him sell Ruhticua. A* though one Rusty cuss wasn’t as much as
that establishment could Keep afloat. [Journal.
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n
quarrelling As a consequence Mr. Had lock occupies
Vppf
marine of our natural rivals on the
1'llt a* lie i- II
ing with hearts to thieve- and cook- has
f
clerks as to whether
ton.
1
the last decade, at lea-L S 1'"mm, up,
and the gain in popuk-ri »n 100,000, Such
1st indicate.
would the history of
Rut now stands the 1 a.
lb r material
ther
gain was merely nothing, while
States wore making rapid tridr-, and Depopulation actually tell oft’ And the
wm-t i- not yet reached, unless nib*
The ship-yards are growing up
comes
to thistle.- and weeds, the mechanic.- ne-
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the 24th. the Senate considere*! the < "tncaand di-cn--* d the adjourum-nf
go relief bib
resolution, Mr. Chandler taking rc a-ion
'e reform
«-ivil
-ervi
at
-neer
The Hons,- discussed the national education In] and 111*- .-;v;i
appropriation bill.
• mi the 2otb.
n S-mi at-. Mi. Mnrrill. -4 M
m
made a speech in favor of the genera1 amm -tv
l»ill an 1 against the Sumner amendment.
Th*
House dismissed the national education bill arid
Hie Ku-Klux
a resolution from
mirniff* calling on the President lor the information on
which he acted and exercised in ><»uth
trolina
the powers conferred upon him in the Kj-K ux
act. with the names of ih** person- arrested and
imprisoned with all the parti ular-. which waadopte*i. Mr. Hale of Maine from Commi t****
"D
Appropriations, reported the naval appropriation lijll, which was made the -p< i .! r i*-r
io'' S’uesdrjy_ The hi!! appro; ria-- SI .''43.317.
The Senate on the 26th, pas-ed 'J
M >rion
rej*»lution for an adjournment on the 29th .*!
May. The House spent the day on the appropriation hills.
< >n Monday, the
29th, the apportionment hill
passed the Senate fixing the number of representative- ar 2*3.
A motion was lo-t to strike
UT the fifth section, which prohibit** the admission *>f any new State until it has a sufficient
population to entitl* it to one representative.
In the House several bibs removing po!:*m;t!
disabilities were passed, and there was a |. ng
debate over the resolution f»>r a final adjournment on the 29th of May which was tinailv refer re* J to the Committee on Ways and Mean-,
Ihe Democrats ail v *|.*d
y1 a -, 129. nays 77.
for the reference.
•Jan 30rh. Discussion on the Amnesty Bill
wos continued, with sharp words between Nye
and Scliurz.
In the House there was no business of importance.

Jai
Senate. Among petition?* and lullof
; r*--t-iitrd tiid referred, were the following
W 1 .mi Higgin- and others, for a rail tOad
Pis<"t< uqui-: an act to estabh-h
from Bangor
<
Boards of Education and relating t<
».jr t>'
the eleetion ot Count) Supervisor-; to incorporate the Western Hancock Agricultural Society.
ff< re :
<
of
M r. Smith, of
Peuo’o-eot, wa- pa—'d, relating to the giving of
further remedies to citie- and town?., to compe1
the repair of defective crossings of highway
an l town ways at railroads.
The act to continue in force of the Pens', jn
Law f.»r the ben* rit ofdi-abled soldiers and >earaeio was amended, -•> that city and tow-- offi.j from
ces would not receive any < ompens*.
Terrible Weather on the Plains.
jen passthe State for their services. The bi
ed to be engrossed.
Omaha, Neb., 27. The snow blockade
Re-ol\ s providing for an amendment of the !
constitution, eclating to the raising if money | on the railroad seems to lie incn .tsing.
for t ii*^ -upport of common schools, were tabled
j The weather along the line west, of this
on ihe passage to be engrossed.
has been fearfully cold, with strong
Bill fixing the compensation of the Judges of place
the Supreme Judicial Court, which was to be winds and snow.
The train due at Cheyenne from the ea-t
engrossed in the House, wa- taken from the table. and >n amendment offered to fix the salary
noon, has not arrived yet, and is
to-day
at #2,800, pending which the further considerareported as snow-bound at Antelope Station of the bill was postponed till Thursday of
Trains that have been lying at
tion.
the
week.
Passed to be engrossed—
An act to authorize Tobias Roberts to extend
his wharf at Bar harbor, in Mt. Desert; an act
to authorize Jonathan Shepherd et als to erect
and maintain a wharf in the waters of Rockport harbor; an act to continue in force chap.
179 of the public law# of 1871, entitled an act
to authorize Daniel T. Church et als. to extend
their wharf into tide waters at Bristol; an act
to authorize J. F. Stetson to build and maintain a wharf in .o the tide waters at Camden.
House. Bills incorporating the Union River
Railroad and the, Sandy River Valley Railway,
were reported and assigned.
Resolve relating to the Normal School at Castine wa# taken from the table; the question oeing upon the motion to reconsider the vote
passing the same to be engrossed. The question was decided in the negative by a large ma-

has again and
i- that no per-

whole country was startled hv a
declaration made hy Xlr. Brooks, on the
lloor ol the House, a tew days ago, that

< m

■

>

are

Tin

a

for the West, during the past
week, are there yet.
Laramie reports state that the trains
which arrived there a week ago to-day,
bound east,and which le.t there yesterday,
are stuck in the snow at Harney, a place
where there is but one In use and no depot:
that snow drifts are increasing, and that
it is colder than it has been any time

Cheyenne,

heretolore.
-____

A

Political

Hash

Predicted.

New York, Jan. 27.
The Herald’s Washington despatch says
that a convention of discontented republicans will be held in Cincinnati immediately alter the Philadelphia convention,
and it will prepare both ticket and platform for the democratic party
The
democratic convention will not be held
until late in the summer, and then only to
ratify the work of the discontented republicans.
An effort will be made to nominate Trumbull by the recalcitrants.
The
faction fights of the republicans are expected to be a strong element in carrying
the doubtful States.
Fearful Steamship Disaster.
Lisbon, 26th. The mail steamer from
Rio Janerio brings news of a terrible
steamship disaster. Steamer America plying between Rio Janerio and Montevideo,
while on her trip from the latter port on
the night of the 22d, took fire. The flames
•spread with great rapidity and the vessel
was soon burned to the waters
edge. A
large number ot passengers were on
board, of whom 87 were burned to death
or drowned.
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softl
r .-vn
,f jp.i.in-ton to build a wharf into tide
a tor-:
"j.
t*>
granting'*-»v<»
ehunden Wharf
.-vtend tli.- r wharves into tide
unpii y :
*. S. & P. R. K.
roa*i from Kitterv t*. Biddetord,
"ti-rru.:
wa- tattled.
I -i'srd t
a.-tcd; Au act to incorporate
.f the -alt Bond Agricultural
the [tr .pr:
tv: bib
in
act to incorp«*rate the David
Kn nvitoii < ompany.
\ motion wa- made to reconsider the vot*
ssed
E istern N( rm d
all
h .**!
af'-r on- deraliie dl-eu>slon
fail**-l to
carried by a vote of 89 t » 87.

a

issued

present appeal

will be more successful
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A Little Discourse

We have no belief that

upon Congress.
the

■

••

Port*-!' of Burlington was
t, m during the absence of

men

Hichborn.

Mr.

by legislation.
Every man. woman, and child in the : taxes aiv f.»r the benefit of American lahipbuildcr- a stone, is ridiculous in Staii* w re in some way p- uniarily
rit seems, from the above statement,
the ,,-t degree.
The radieal majority in esteb m the mdustiv and nearly on<‘-;h:nl
that the lack of employment and the danif
They can depending directly upon
Congiess i- over whelming.
When the war came and the belliger- ger »f starvation, have really forced the
'on up or voti
down any measun they
w
ents, aided by England, (the ag*-n- ot
igr- of American shipwrights dow n
plea'". How knav.-h for tiie l'n-e Pres- wl-'eli are to-day knocking at the doors below those of tin.pauper workmen ot
to
uiitii. a- it does, great credit for what of Congress for still further opportunity
-is the
tariff
advocates are
Europe,"
high
b>r
'- done Iiv Congres-. and to throw the
to depress American tonnage.)
fond of calling the ! iiof: of England.
which
tietineruined
the
industrv
upon
1 m .' that whieh.it fails to do upon the
w
depended, and when siil»etju uitlegis- This receiv. contirmat on from the state1 .'em leratie minority.
1
delation bound us in this -ondition
men? o|
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Hon. N. G. Hichborn lias handed to
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o-r. n.

eon-
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Congress

build ships will

this
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Then wa- not the -lightest !i »"h. and the
: : r th- manSheriti'de-er\. -the gr-atest cr
ner iti which tin
execution w
it.
carried
! \ft* r hanging half an hour he vs as low, r- *: in! lo hi- cotliil, winch wa- a black vvalnut "lie.
! with
plate bearing tie* m-enpti *n :
Chorgk Bott-; A*.;fi> 4o Yf

commercial

motion of Mr. Co\ is,

ast<

Pi

1 *1:a

which

alter

■

l hi

—

e*"d >p-a
R
bd-r- of
i

r

to

nii-si.,1

—

-aK**r

u-ion

has inva-

majority

such measures.

(gain taken this

The remain- w. r* none' nb> an a ha.- o
| ridor and examined bv ;h«* puy-i.-i-m-. who r.
I ported in- death to be cau-»d bv -’rang nation
| without the neck having n~en tu )k*n. l !u"V* r. hi- brother, w h
!.a I remained in :!■•
T:i it
u-.
-u
h plirp »-* -. i
ary f
rue yea- It d r. tv- was ordered and the re-olw pr;-on. look charge of tie remain- am! \>
this evening, remove them from the pri-on to
Boonton. where ttie funeral -ermon a:
1 'J. i::*v-.
yea- at:
s
preached.
R
:
m-d to ineorpt rate the Rooth...
■.v
n g— Rat:•'
tnd Bethei living* Rank
INCIDENTS.
I di.
i:
R. R. Company. Sandy River
Botts received a mo-f patlieti, and forgiving
V.tiiey R R. Company*.
letter from his mother u>-da>.
file ex—ntn n
•au-ed the greatest ex.-item.-ie. through**!!’
-r\
dan.
n-:.
Resolves providing for
A- Bolts Wa- ‘WUIC :: Hi"
'. 1
ig'.v
Uty.
o*
1'
';.
a!!)*'
the
u T j u t iol.. re 1 a’! n g t'
hi- fellow-prisoner, wa- he i"d t«»-ay.
T' r*
■'
!>e
IIP :)••} to
ip* >r! of • \»man inline, ut
sot
man."
Thus died : re .?•_
S :•'< e- ii a- a—igned for m-marrow.
Bo-ts. "Pet Hal-’cad*-" murderer. It w:.At:
a!!"e"'i/.- 1". Oea- Ib-'.^rt- to extend
fiial Oliver llai-tead. the -on of the murdered
h'.s u n »; t d liar Harbor m Mr Desert; an a-t
man. wa- among the crowd wp
wi?u*--t.-d tb.
?
.! •d.ain Shepherd *'t ai-.. to ervi
a
t:»
execution.
d n
n
wharf :n th** water- or Rorknorr's rook.
11
act to authorize Daniel T.
1
In relation t-» tin.- book which if v
Church et a!-., to vtend tlieir wharf into tle
Butts
was
preparing, and whieh would '. br
'd wnp-rs at Bri-t«'»i: au act to authorize -I.
ibe names of prominent gentium, i, -t N a
E.
and maintain a wharf into
who were in the hair’ of visiting Mrs. Wb-on.
■h* tide water- at
amdeii.
fa—ed
!.ngro--.d A '■ act incorporating tin-re has been mm h misrepresentaiion. B rha- caused to he written a oriel bi-mrv oi inn-> F’-v.
wing.- Rank; a:i ad to secure
life, which ha- he* n copyriglite*i by in- brother,
State of Maim
who has decide.! !*• -up,c .--- the name-of ab
I'a--.' i o
d : An act amend sec. o>
;i
who rn iv appear disreputable i-omic.-tperson1
tie IP
>.• ! -ta?uf**-, r-lating t<
ed with Mr-. Wilson.
the y-ariy
•'-~:bv i. :-.t Hocked salmon and
Morsi;.

,wheimit.ir radical

v-

itality.
AFTER

«

rably defeated

it precisely 11.36.
\rtei
minute- th» do. tor t*•
m th*- dying man'- j n
and found it beating at 72: at tlit* nd *»! four
n
:
nimute- it wa- b.-a’ing a'. T«»; iiv
r
x minute- HO: seven m.nut.
: eight
;
nine minutes there wa-ii‘• (lena je
pul-' : r
tell, eleven
Old tw. iv*> n nil'-'- tb-' |- vva-att* led aud irregiibir, ami it thirteen im iutelP.tt- w
pr•n.niiii'eil 1- id. AP*-i In- ha
be, n hanging live m nun- th.
w
mu-.-uiai
twitching of the body. Ai'ogelh -r B in- •;
v
; <-ar* d f" di"
ry ea-i > ••!*' i, ring

aud evident

(

terial. but never with success, because the

•••*

fixing the eompensam.; re me hr:■
'•<•
ngrossed in iln

*1

s
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th-.-

the representative alluded to,
nus
repeatedly voted tor bills to reduce
ill** taritV and taxes on shipbuilding ma-

When the minister e, a-ed -i*» a lying the ^ he riff
*
n
it th*
111■ kiy stepped bellir.• 1 a bin
side of the -eatf’old. having fir-t-lravvn th*- b!a*-k
\ -..-ond more,
■ap 'iown mv.t Bolt's Tt*-,
and with a thud the weight oeneaih ’h- ff*.n
dex nded and Bott.s wa.s d
ha.id in
ml
L; to the !u-t moment In* belt! :

\
mum

Mr.

I > E All.

.1. (..’our:.

'•!•’*

W I>

>

**••

-1 int iting the Winter<
‘inbio:y : .iiulio-i/ing-L F. Su tson
Wiart c
amden. All --signed for
r-;

a-

Sc'AFFULH.

him.

>

'Lc vu n
tel.' waters.

THE

an amendment, allowing the
pure hast* of for*****
eign built vessels.
G'lii
hot ANei-U, the Republican Journal
al'ii-e 1 for the hundredth time. (Ten. Grant'administration for the decline in -hip-building.
II
the editor any words of condemnation for
’t- distinguished friend in New York, who propose- to cut up that interest, root and branch,
by the introduction of Ibp-ign built ships!" Ad
'l ira. S-mme-. now a democratic editor,
by the
aid uf
British free traders and free hooters
!• ciminated our foreign commerce, the demoei uic
rebeiiion inflated the currency and -addled the nation with an enormous debt, that
h i- borne heavily on the ship-building interest,
but -til! our builders have continued to prodUee coasting ve--e|s a- well a-some foreign
merchant men. The representative from this
I*i-11 i.-l pre-ent.- a bili to aid our ship-builder-,
ate: li
l- np-t by an attempt to
deprive u> of
"'•at iittle we -n" posses-.
i)ur ship-buildera-a for or*- id. and tlu- dem**cr:itic
law-giver
giv.
them a -ton.-.
R ickland Free Press.

Vt 11 *2f* Botts -tood under the gallows facing
the -p*ctat**i
with downcast **ve-and tremb-

the Ihnid Knowlatrli-'ri/*' the Portland.
A Porioijth R;ti r-»M«i < ompanv to cunra id'.r- ri» Kitten- to Bid deford :
c.
:o
gran* mg
amden Wharf Company
"•••■!•:.*»
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Was there

among

ever

such

tolly

heard

of ?

The political economist and patriot who
shines iii the columns of the Free Press,

or

loss

gained

we

a

fraction

would stand

out

of

a

by

Agent,

have i«.st

the seat, and Mr. Moore has gone home.
hundred; the.
the thousand. The resources of radicalism arc wonder-

And not only the numbers do we deplore,
but it is the very best class of our popula-

ful.

not

been

thought

censurable.

essentially different from

It

is not

the association

«>1 broken hearts and rowdies.
'The Bible has long been regarded as
tion—our strong armed and well skilled
-The Oxford Register calls us to ac- full of
announces with an air of triumph that
mechanics, the wealth as well as the
The
poetry in the highest sens**.
count for a paragraph relating to some
of any state.
'“our builders have still continued to
writings id David and Solomon, and the
pro- strength
No wonder then that thoughtful ru n trout sent t-< u- a
fortnight ago, and di- prophesies ot Isaiah, are replete with
duce coasting vessels”''
Really, this i- take a gloomy view of the future
prospectIt says—
a tremendous fact'
With an outlook of of the State. A truly noble State if al- rects our attention to the law
beauty and sublimity. Yet if we examine
Oh! mother Simp-on we thought yon was the wisdom of
thousands of miles on the Atlantic, the lowed to live. But do I hear some superSolomon, a- shown in the
a law .-ending man.
Hat trout in ricsetinie and
Pacific, the Gulf on the rivers and lakes, ficial obst rver of the indu.-tries and wants th.-n
we tiud him
complimenting his
b-mpt every one .-I-*- to violate tin- law by Canticles,
ot the State -av “do -otnething els.bragging ot it. Head -•-etious as and 37, »’hap- lady love iu this stylewe have “continued to produce coasting
Do something else when
the
la-t
When
t-T e-ol ih.1 Ri-vi-ed Statute* and
repent your
vessels”
With a law forbidding any man and the “bottom dollar'1 has been >in m <a* keloth and ushe-.
Tliy neck i- like the tower of IVivxi builded
f‘! an armory. whereon there hang* a tlx-u-niul
foreign vessel to engage in that trade, driven out? The old story over again of
c have
looked at the law referred to bucklers, all shield* of mighty men.
and with this vast coast studded with har- all the world being dead but on man.
•She was rather over provided with neck
and he making money by “keeping tav- and there isn’t one word about eating
bors. calling for transportation, we have
The suekclot1 may be and accompanying earrings. But further
ern.11
Our well chosen and natural busi- trout--not one.
really and actually “continued to produce ness must be restored—our limbs must be needed elsewhere, but not
description of her personal charms says—
any for ti-.
coasting vessels” ! Why does this genius unbound and we be allowed to do hi mi
Thine eves are .ike the fish-pool- of H* -hriie Prog. Ago thinks the vote oast bon—
selves and the Nation what lioih so much
permit tne iirummoml light ot his mental
need. When the slave was chained we for
Dolly Bodger was intended for us. which art? probably what an* known in
powers to illumine the narrow sphere of said
‘•unbind,” “Let my people go free.'' and adds—“We don’t know of
Rockland P Why should that locality
anybody modern days as liquid eves, .still further
| And no State, more than Maine, was ready who is more ol a
titan lie is." in the inventory ot her attractions comes
•'Absorb in itself what was meant lor man- with men and treasure to enforce the
Dollybodger
prinkind”?
ciple. She now asks, most emphatically, if we were to make an observation, it this
Five millions of tonnage and teeming that the fetters be taken from the limbs of would :te that thete is a vast deal
,
Thy nose is as the tower of Lebanon, which
containI>iitna>fus.
shipyards in 1860, when the Democracy her own citizens, that thereby they rnav ed in what our neighbor don’t know —a looketh
am!
serve
their
common
; went from
own,
Think ol a man, in the midst of his engood. Xor
power, and now this irradiatwould they ask too much. A simple re- \ust deal. And the fund is accumulating
dearments encountering such a nose as
i ing spirit of radicalism falls on his knees solve, passed by Congress, tree from am- every day.
that
it the learned and renowned Soloin the lime-strewn ways of Rockland, biguity, like the following, 1 am
quite
—However, hs brother Mi-Lellan’s local party mon could afford to rest his fame on
such
clasps hands, and devoutly returns thanks sure will meet the avarage wish mil de- organ is not iikely to blow much for him.
we
sire of the navigable men throughout the
lines, what should be expected of a modwill say a word in his favor. [Prog, Age.
that “still our builders have continued
country
And if from your blowing "Brother ern editor amid his many distractions ?
to produce coasting vessels”!
Resolved, That from and after the passage of
We do not assume to be a
McLcllan” don’t get all the wind he wants,
this resolution, there shall he allowed and
poet, as the
paid
The advantageous and generous offer under the regulations of the Treasury, to the i he will be difficult to satisfy. You can Age implies. Occasionally something of
builder of any ship, vessel or steamer a draw;
of the Trustees of Belfast Academy to back, equal to the duty paid upon all the ar- then mote the appropriate words of Isaiah the kind escapes from our pen. and once
ticles entering into the construct ion of said
j —“We have been with child, we have in a great while a scrap is published.
to the Normal school the
building vessel or steamer; and ail provisions and ship,
j convey
sup!
and lot in Belfast, valued at $10,000, pro- plies necessary for repairs may he taken out of been in pain, we have as it were brought I hey don t amount to much, and are soon
bond, under the same regulation.
forth wind.” But we shall pity Mae.
forgotten. Hie Age, however, is estopvided it should be used for the purposes
This is very simple—is what England
from criticism, for its endorsement
ped
of that school, has been rejected by the does for her
-The Prog. Age publishes the letter of
subjects, and is free from
and approval of our lines are of
and $20,000 voted to build a liability from abuse. Ships are now built a
Legislature,
long
reader, who says he goes two miles to
i
school edifice at Castine. It would seem under inspection, and measured by Gov- the
standing, in showing which we shall have
office
;
for
it
and
is
well
for
post
paid
ernment officials.
A ratable ton nt
that at this period of hard times and high
ship his trouble. This is not the man that the to relate a little story. Some years ago,
must require about so much material, and
taxes the opportunity to save such an the measurement is the
during the Lincoln and McClellan camGovernment’s.
poet Taylor tells of, as
paign of 1804, the Age was imposed upon
amount should have been embraced. But
Let this be done and then, whatever
“A voice that in the distance fur awav
Wakens tile slumbering Age,”
by a vile acrostic, mailed to it by a young
the order was rushed through as the demand, wood or iron, sail or steam,
no
the American builder will he ready to This
chap goes after it and gives it a man in Portland. While everybody was
though we were experiencing flush times respond. The
tonnage of the world is shake.
laughing and wondering over it, we
and an overflowing treasury.
The next fast
wearing out and must be re-placed.
—The New Brunswick revenue officers chanced to be in company' with some
thing in order will be to release Neal Dow A demand will exist, for sail ships, for
from his bond to make up the default of wood ships as well as tor iron and steam collects lb per cent, ad valorem duty on gentlemen attached to the United States
and Maine’s industry may he rethe package of the Bangor Whig passing Coast Survey, who then made their headElder Peck. The patriot Dow counselled ships,
vived. I call upon every man in our
Do they mean to print all quarters at the New England House in
the line.
the Elder not to lend the money of the State, who has felt
over
otherwise, to rejudve
State, hut was himself among the first to his judgments and take hold of the work the newspapers, as well as build all tlie this city, One of them asked us how anv
in faith and urge that the relief be
man of ordinary
ask a little loan.
grant- ships !J
intelligence could bo
Having started Peck on ed.
thus imposed upon. Our
this perilous path, he now asks to be rereply was that
—Leet’s little profit which he divided
We do not share the belief of those who
the same thing could be done
leased from the penalty of his bond. The
again, such
witli the White House folks was $58,000
are convinced that the
yvas the
present Congress
stupidity of the conductor of the
i people may as well prepare to hear that
It’s
a
a
to
have
a
letter
year.
good thing
will pay heed to these appeals for a reAge. A yvager of an oyster supper was
the $60,000 due from the bondsman has
from Lhe President, soliciting employment.
lease of the shipping interest from its
offered
opby him and accepted by us, that
where
twineth.”
the woodbine
"gone
pression. It is now a period oi seven
—The Yardly cancer cure by wild tea the joke should be
repeated within three
—Having got rid ot their clothes line years since these representations were has been punctured. He is a veritable Old weeks—stipulating only that the producthieves, the virtuous Bangoreans are now first made, during all which time the ar- Sands of Life, who wants $10 a
package tion should not he an indecent one. like
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pen photographer of to nn
-a
were alvvavs dischargonsi-rvative Republicans, and
tive organs, i- uu unanswerable argument iu its
think- worth working t
-ff- i- a plea-antthe
on
the
having
aid
of
!.
He wa- !"iru in l$o3,
the Democrats, would favor a* a general restorative.
looking young woman, who -it* at e- i»11 of
the Speaker*- chair at
.til- dc-k. -i>iiihiiii.-oil A inch he died.
undoubtedly defeat (.rant, if nominated.
“How long do you wear a shirt!'” severely
\ like result i- found in
writing with in r back to the ... .or ..tt-ue-r
Wisconsin, Ohio. ask*1*! an in*pectmg-otti, er of a soldier whose
f
.r- for subscriptions to
turned round, qmciiv
.'.’king the House over 1 --nn-11\ aniu, N i- w fork and M i-si
shirt was too dirty for dress-parade.
mri.
Twenty
i>
a- it's» ieeting
is wonderful, consid■’•tim- he oupuhoinoit ip..n h-o
eight iuches, sir.” wu* the respectful reply.
-harp pen. "he ha- v- -y dght hrowu hair,
.f them interviewed us
'Hithe back of her head
An Kminkvi Divine says.
quite abun lant. ma--cd
I have been
'SaviM.s Risk Hn.i
The bill present..p. ot lie lithograph cherub
and tos-ed about over ; :e front in tho-e bethe I’eruvian >vrup.
It gives me new
ed t>v Mr. Morris, not
i' ■: i■ r- Liquid Cathartic, ami
presenting ill the using
wildering lit’ ie puff-, wavelet.- and -prav- -o
an v of spirit, elasticity of muscle.”
vigor,
buoy
b-atnre* desirable. Senator I’itilbrick, who
much affected by the --v m th-*--- tine-- and -o
d. 1'. Diiismore. do Dey street. New York, will
i' •.! -•'oqucnce on barren soil.
damaging to ma-.-uline iKCe-e of n, nd. Hence is a member of the committee, and who send, tree, a pamphlet of .'i1 pages, containing
n
io
■-!
angels at that time.
s d moderate dim* radon depend from be•al'o hold- tinot
State
Hank a lull ttrniuiil oi tips remarkable medicine, to
position
Heath her hign-m. Sle- ha- -tea |v true-lookone sending him tlteir address.
roudyi-m continues. The ing grav ye—, a (ir-ci m n >-e. a -pi ip lirm. Kxaniiner, will report an amendatory bill, any
which appears to in- in accordance with
Whv was Herodias the fastest woman in the
L",vic-\ .-.ml Hr. Sylvester were
well-cut mouth and a ;rct'v
liin
si,, j. ,,j
Bibb ;
1*.-cause sfit* got a head of .John the
medium -i/c. good ton
I the views not only ot tin* committee, but
wear- a 1*1 s b dr*
'1
.tie night last week, bv
w ith velvet trimming- in h< w
Baptist on a charger.
ot those of our leading financiers who
>ci tie- -li«»ti1 bo
v ii.-It i- pitiful to -ee
und hand- around the -leeve- and -k:r*. -now\
have
xamined it.
< '< »M PoUN l» >VIUT OF II Vl'oPllOSfile most important
I' HI I > W
"•hit- tci, cs along the streets
iinen cuff-, a lace cubar with a l.la.-k tic or
of this bill are that M-tv 1st and I’liiiK-. ( icrgymeu who vveiv obliged to withprovisions
o
scarf
in
which
are tigiirv- of bright colors in
-pittie by the same
draw
from
tiie pulpit on account of ClergyNov. 1st ot each year our savings banks
rim-on and green—while around her neck i- a
men's Sore 1 hruat. have recovered bv u-iug
shall return to the State Treasurer the to'cry narrow green riff-on tied a little atone
tininvaluable
preparation, and are now
ert by the Lxcelsiors at
-l ie of the front
in :n elaborate bow who-e
'at
a..
III
deposits, anil he required
po aching a’ain.
l
la? evening.
I'hc boys --onstru- fion i- entirely !»e\»«nd masculine c<un- tu pay !-l nf | per cent, on the amount
The conductor of an omnibus -aid to a young
jM'efiension. She wear- a ioiiggolii chaiu with returned.
I fds ta\ is to be
rogr.oiiim-. aud it as full of I h
appropriated :l* tv Oil ot lbs p.t—eiigel>—“Miss, Vulir fare."
-oppositions hut invisible watch at the
tor
tinbenefit
ot
our
1:i" :
have
the
The
t<<Uf
common
eu-cn,
«*
schools
“Well,
if 1 am.” she replied. “I don’t want any
v»t\
as
Tii.-y
airreeablp.
pre"he i* a great favorite here, ail the uiemhers.
recptired by law. The standing of each of your impertinence."
fun at the J. ci'uin Leeparticularly iho*.- who i,-.- likely t«. i>. i|..ne in bans is to be reported
yearly to the
So potent arc the toning and stimulating proink
each other in pav ng Hank
her, vv ng
Examiner, (lace in six months the pertie- of Smou.nkkk'm Buciiu that it removes
their
court.
In
fact, the bu*ine-- of the
V mum has given *ome remark.
after
or
counteract- kidney, bladder and glandular
setting apart from the earnHouse -ecin- to revolve about IVrcj.* as trustees,
>'*
here, to crowded house*, a -ort of
pivot. Everv member on rising to ings the unouni now required for a re- diseases mental and physical debility, diabetes,
: i v-i iemaiu an not exceedgravel, female complaints, retention or ineonbis feet seem- unea*ilv conscious that hi- pic- served fund, will be allowed to declare a
tin nee of urine, and other maladies of the
ture may be in proves-of construction at that
1:'111’• I by the wizards of any
dividend of three per cent, semi-annual 1j
urino-genital organs which have baffled medical
moment, and talk- at IVrrie while ostensibly
\
■!if•
iuable present* were given
dividends
am mg
men
of distinction, in Europe as well as in this
of
three
depositors
Mr. speaket.
j addIfre--mg
in
htlis standing at least before dividend country. In a word, it restores the impaired
!i
ll night.
hi- front face b
»e-' h* stand-guarclv
constitution to perfect health.
1 la la ire of all
with front to Percie; if he look better in profile ; day.
earnings over three
»r-. wL-» :-.r* to give a < oncert on
he stand- with hi- -id- to Perch*; wlnlc those
,
per cent., semi-annually, and the sums
Why is a new born babe like the relief of
bavt- a fine assortment of mu*ifew
:
unhappy wrelche- who don’t look well at re (Hired for a reserved fund, taxes and Lucknow? Because it’- the long-expected
*-. but if they
all, stand dctiantlv bol' upright and make the
want to add a lyre
-ucker.
expenses, are to lie divided once in four
most of their clothes. Everv man get- himself
it th»* Prog. Age office, ready
Renne’s Pain-Killing Magic Oil cures headup in the morning with direct reference to ! years among depositors on their balance
tor
small consideration.
Percie, and give- the final touch t.» hi- necktie ot Iront one to four
and all kinds of pain.
Every family
years’ stan ing rata- ache,
and the last dash at hi* hair, with the latent
-houM
keep it in the house, to use for sudden
I’he names and residences of
bly.
uni! -m tin* begun in a
per
neighboring prayer that Percie mav like that style. Amid sons
-ickness, like cholic, cholera morbus, pleurisy.
owning bank stock are to be return • ramps, fits, Ac. “It works like a charm.”
<
persons who were in the habit all this legislative adoration -in* carries herself
eil annually April i«t to
with a mod st dignity worthy of a’d commend.
city and town as- -'old by druggists, merchants and grocers. S.
ig 'h- Journal of their neighbors
fion. and merits approval and respect for the sessors, together with the amount of stock
A. Howes wholesale agent-.
nt in the money to pay for it a year in
energy anti power shown in finding a work IV
held by the hank as collateral security.
"Dreadful!” exclaimed an elderly maiden,
r riieiiwelvt *.
And yet there i* herself in this busy world and doing it -<> well.
reading that there were twelve berths in the
1 iik Dau i Sfiiti r or Seotaiuanism. ladies' cabin of a new steamboat: “what might
to aid Fishing end Shipbuilding.
1
Plienix ind Timothy Chase Attempt
It was Irefore the war.
Dinah was “a have happened had I been there!”
at
installed
Pierce’*
Washington, Jan. 20. Gen. Banks to- tree nigger.” Stic had bought and paid
;
‘ii-ly
Many people, particularly children, suffer
j
1
i:' hr.
evening, at 8 o’clock, af- ! day introduced a bill which i- a combina- tor herself, and having come Xorth, and with the ear ache; and for the benefit of such
1
we
tion
of
(ien.
give a sure but simple remedy. Put in two
Butlers bill giving a bounty to being employed as cook in a
"llatiMn will be served to the
tamily living <>r three
of Johnson's Anodyne Linifishing vessels, and Mr. Lynch’s bid not a thousand miles from Broadway, and m- nt, stopdrops
j the
the ear with undressed wool, bathe
to protect and encourage American
concluded
she
would
making
lie
feet
in
money,
warm
water before going to bed, and
ship1
buy
r* hang out a high old advertisebuilding. The only difference between Sainbo, her husband, whom she had left keep the head w arm at night.
tl-ig '’i-peiiiIf«l from halliard* across the bill of
Gen. Banks and the bill former- at “tile Massa’s in Virginity.”
A Quaker lady advised her son, who was a
n-e
But there will be no
\\ ith the help ot her
ly introduced by (den. Butler i- in the algenerous employ- doctor, to enlist with the rebels if he wished to
’•
'he ntertamment.
lotment of tonnage duties. Gen. Banks er Dinah succeeded, and Sambo came on aid the Union: “tor,” said she. “thee will kill
!
li -'i v A Woodward are about sell| more than thee cures.”
proposes to give the vessels engaging in and set up business.
an-:
li"*
*
iig partnership, to go into
l or a time Dinah was
fishing prior to the passage of the act a
but, as
</’apt. Charles Sager, who keeps a superb
happy;
Prog. Age.
bounty of six dollars per ton, and vessel- in other eases, clouds came alter a while stock of livery horses in Portland, Me., informis
news to the firm named.
ed us recently that he uses the Sheridan's
The Pro engaged in the trade after the bill has be- over her matrimonial
sky. Sambo was
caralry (’ondition Powders regularly in his
come a law
'•Age has progressed too fast.
only three dollars per ton. going his own road. Dinah went to the -tables,
and that the expense is more than otfI he full wa*< referred to the Committee
and
Sam“Abyssinian
Baptist,”
-et
meeting,
by the diminished amount of grain necesigc Dickerson has been chosen a director on
bo attended the
Foreign Affairs.
“Ethiopian Baptist”— sary to keep his horses always in good order.
i- B dfast A M loseliead
Railroad, to fill the
two rival churches ot the colored folks.
at no man for his pug nose—you can’t
Hi v
occa-ioned by the death of Prescott
Seriou9
“Massa Charley," said Dinah, one day, tellLaugh
Mutiny.
what may turn up.
Hazeltine.
“I
ain't
to
invest
in
no
more
goin'
Portland, 20. A mutiny occurred on
niggers.
Ladies, by far the most satisfactory medicine
A dozen or more of schooners are moored to
board the brig Cascatelle, Capt. Simmons, 1 bought that Sambo feller, and he’s got adopt i» Dupunco’s Pill.
’’
too stuck up to live.
He’s
too
whi.-h occasion* some fears for its
leelin’
in the harbor this afternoon. The crew
big
A
lady recently bethrothed says that
to go to
iC-f v in
H*»e of a
mymeetiu’ wid me. He says it’s “C O.young
were drunk and had just been
heavy blow.
D.” means call on dad!
put on board not Tistocratie entiff. We
our
pays
the
preachwent into the forecastle
brig.
They
Mayor Marshall and lady gave a very pleasant
Piles instantly relieved and soon cured by
er two hundred
dollars, and he goes to the
and with drawn knives threatened tin- life
ertainment on Tuesday
using Dr. Briggs’ Pile Remedies,” They reothei meetin' vvhar’
their man duce
evening, at which of
they
gives
one
who
should
While
intiaination, soothe the irritated parts, and
arty
approach.
•out >ne hundred guests were present,
fo’ hundred
have proved a blessing to the afflicted. Whether
there they got into a fight among tItem“W
hirh
church do you belong to, internal, external, bleeding or itching piles, all
rhe man who can heat Hov'.e at euchre has
selves, and two of them were horribly cut
Dinah !” asked "Massa Charlev.”
kinds in all stages must yield to the wonderful
urned with more scalps.
He got ’em at and gashed.
The whole crew were after- j
“Well, thar’s two cullud Baptis’ church- influence of these never failing remedies. Sold
wards taken to the station-house where
Bristol this time.
les; Sambo he belongs to the Tfwpian by Druggists.
the wounds of the injured were dressed.
Corns! How they sting, throb and ache,
James Nesmith, a prominent and wealthy
Baptis’, and I belongs to the Obscene Bap- smart and burn our feet. In vain we beg,
we
merchant of New York, and a native of Beltis’
[Editor’s Drawer, in Harper’s Maga- threaten, we curse, we flourish the sharpest
Hay. In its market report the Lewiszine for February.
knives above their heads, wre burn, cut, hack,
i*t. died in that city last week.
ton Journal
says of hay :
hew and fell, and still the pesky corns remains
Hay won’t
Waldo Baptist (Quarterly Meeting will be held come down.
There’s no use trying to
a source of misery.
Useless are entreaties,
Great Storm in England.
make people believe it’s
with the first Baptist church in
tears, curses, groans; nothing is equal to Briggs’
Palermo, Februgoing to be
Alleviator
and
Curative, as a cure for Corns,
plentier in the spring—too many yawningary 10th and 11th.
LONDON, Jan. 2o. Ill the storm of yes- Bunions, Ingrowing Nails and all ailments
of
bains protest that this cannot be.
Some
terday and the preceding night, rain fell tne feet. Sold by Druggists.
Judgp Dickerson will hold the February term small
of line
“jags”
sold
Neuralgia—Dr. J. Briggs’ Allevator will
hay
yesterday in extraordinary streams. In the South
d the Supreme Court at Hou’.ton.
as high as $35 per ton, but we
have heard of England, streams overflowed their instantly relieve nervous or sick headache,
The sleighing of last week made the stable
of no ton lots selling above $33. Straw banks and the whole
neuralgia, catarrh, sore throat, dyspepsia,
village deluged. heartburn, palpitation, flatulency,sour stomach,
men the happiest folks in town.
has sold at $18. The demand for feed Great
damage was done to property es- in fact it is the greatest restorer of the age,
continues
enormous
iD
this
The Great American Doughnut Eater is now
market. Tur- pecially in the Valley of Severn, where counteracts or neutralizes all poisons, reduces
ner is estimated to have taken
20,000 the flood was wide spread and the devas- inflammation, and prevents disease. Sold by
smourning in Belfast.
bushels of corn and meal from the Auburn tation extensive. The Thames also
Richard S. Moody, 9. A. Howes & Co., Belfast,
rose
The city clock gets tired pretty often, and
L. Curtis Jr., Searsport, Roberts & Hichborn,
and Lewiston markets, this season, and above its banks and the town of
Windsor
Stockton, Mudgett & Libby Prospect, J. W.
■flops to rest.
this is a type of the general demand
suffered severely.
The effects of the Seavy Frankfort, and Druggists generally, tf
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iilelphtan Conifd; and
Hurl«**t|ta*» Opera ( ompany.
logi tiu r with UUASS BAND and OltCtlKSTKA
in»i also tint M Vs 1 KKlOU> WONDKK,
u r
n
ii
n o % roe,
in his great changes.

EVERY UNK. DISOWN DOCTOR
Being u priinstructor lor married persons, or those about
be married, both in tie uni teinale, in everything
concerning tin* phv-hdog\ n*d relations t>t our
sexual system, and tin* product i"ii and pr< » eution of
otispring, including all tin* new diseovt ries nev« before given m the English lanwii.ig* bv W M 5 01 N't
M. l>.
This is realiv a valuable and interesting
It is vvritt* r; n jd .in !a ngu g‘ tor the gener .1
u ork.
and
is illustrated with numerous Engravings.
reader,
All young m irried people, or those contemplating
and
marriage,
having the least impediment to marcrels
ried life, should read this book. It discloses
that every one should
acquainted with -till It is
a book that must be k -ked up and not let lie -about
the house. It will be -ent to any ad Iress on receipt
YOl’NG. No 4 b
of 50 cents. Address Dr. WM
Spruce Street, above Fon:’;i. Philadelphia.
No
WAKTUr I ED AND TNKOKI I'N.VI'K
matter what may b. your disease, before you place
yourself under lilt care of anvoiieof thetjl VCKS
-native and tor. ign—who advertise in tin- or any
other paper, get a copy of Dr. Young’- Book and
read It carefully. It will he t h* tm aps ot saving \ou
many a dollar, you ketitb, and possibly your life*,
Dr. Young rau be consulted mam of the Ii-* a-e*
described in his pubication- b\ mail or at hi- otlice,
No. 41*1 Spruce Sf re. i. above Fourth, Philadelphia,
6 m2 lap
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Admission as usual.
H >x office
open it Wood,’ock'' Book Store, on Saturday, Fib. .‘Hi.
Doors
*l";n at ? o'clock curtain rises at *
For further particulars see Bills, Programmes,and
\V. KKED, Agent.
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h ections for
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statice
u straight needle, a new and »•
^proved shut1 >!.iinc ti e
thread
> uitt,
hux a rocking motion, instead of the
! ng, as in old s*y le machines hem e, does not weur
tie Tension ,s more easi'y adjusted, simply by turn
mg a s reu
u-ti which ti c thread runs, which
irivesit an even tension, while in other machines you
ad fhrough in-.re on 'ess holes in the shut1 he .Ma
me has
less working pants than any
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c
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VV aM-duo
'Ii** Mary K .V
Jan. 1
-0^ agej
irmonths m l d J
M
vv In r.
l >•
Is belov- ii and re-jx-vb d bv all who k
tb* c-.intuuuits with wlio.n *he uiov-d
;o*» out
of it* nio-t intimate and f.-pee ed citi/ens, ever
r- ui> and willing t
a*si«t r.f needy nun hep* i. -nt,
an ! to speak word* of
eneourasrement t*> the burt cniri:;. and
dened
in- of
earth. A In rt
mpaths-anions the sick ai 1 illlict* d. -ie wa- ,isa>reads l“ idmiuist'f to their want*, and rein v, 'l.t-ir
suffering-. Leaving brother* and si-fer*. an 1 other
!•
-lat iv. to mourn In
lo*.-.
_om- from t hi*
-orrowful world t<> one of happiue-- cm! blr*s.
In Kendu-k'ag. J n. .» '.»pt. L, nraun >L
dJ),
aged 7 s years and 17 day*
of H.-nrs
Mr* I-.’
.%.
In Mock ton. Jan •
Maple-, aged 7~ year* hi I month*
I n 17 uio11, J au. i, Mi-- Mirt'ii Vaug i: 11.. u
1
years.
Mr*, hi
In Kr >: land. J in v
A., wile of Win.
IV W
i
iged IS) ears
In Warren. Jan. *. Mrs. 1’. 11. M< C.ilimi, aged
1
ye ir*.
In I nh
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At mark- t for'he curr- nt week
Catth .'juju .She, p
atnl Lamb; Ssvme .• *on
L t*t sv
k—Cattle,
dl'J ; Sln-ep an J Lamb*. 10.07:.; > ,v
•.»
From II an- 1 ittle, 17>C Vn-rp mid Limb*.-,>.
Prices of Beet Cattle, per ion lbs, th* total weight
of hide*, 'ai! isv and dre-sed H’lt -Kxtra <40 * lit j
00 ib ;,n. *,-.-oiid
first
READ THE TESTIMONIALS !
75a? d"
..ality
.jualitv
To :bir <ju uy f J d it
.">,»rest gr.ide of j
1
of co irst >.ven, Bulls, A-.
$ J dna t
Hide* an 1 I 7l>w Brighton Hide|sH L. h
Hit* Proprietor ut tiie above machine calls tht
ton III losv 5ah
4e; Country H deu
da.'. 1
it' nfiun
f th
interested iu cooperage and thalt Sk'.i.s l'na I’sc ; Wool >km- ? :
Laliow '»I-'a .’ f»<J per -kin.
Minmiiicturtr.i of barrel stock, to Its merit*.
It
rJ■ uarv, ^ 14"a
Working *)xen Kxtra fd'Hi
edge* staves in such ;i manner that a barrel may be
Steer* £.'Cr.*'. per pair.
l’.si; H in.:
made up with staves all wide, all narrow or mixed
Veil u ■_• -.
Store C
tie
ij
year old-, $ Ida
d-*. •; year o.d-. S .i4o per In ad.
anil hav- the proper bilge and head, with perfect
Milch Cows- !-.vtra, •p.n’j
orilinarv, $d0a7. ', j joints. It is working a revolution In the business,
St -re Cows $ .*. 1
per Head.
and is destined to come into universal use.
Sheep lie. L iiii'is -I- xt ra and select ed lota, $4 "a j
-'sou; <)r-i tiirv, ^d VOad, 73 or Iron; 4.n-c per lb
1 he following testimonials from practical men are
1
S win--tore pigs, none m market, tat
5a7»
hogs,
ottered1 1c per lb.
Kn.iii Axel 11ay ford, Extensive Manufacturer of
Poultry K \' ra, C 1-4 ild 1 :c inedium.il 1 till
Staves a: Orlaud and elsewhere.
3-4e poor, 1 le per b.
Mi
1 am using two of
Palmer, Ukak Sir:
I would
yom Stav. Edger-at my mills in Orland.
two
BOSTON PRODUCT MARKET.
-Hugest
improvements. One, that you so ar
rang** them as to run the stave over as well as under
Mi1S11 YV J nil. 2’.', l.s?2.
tin saw-. Another, bring the regulators an inch or
BL’T I Eli -We qu >:«• strictly tine New \crk and | two nearer together. I consider you have one of the
;■
Vermont Butter at.;-. 114 •; g.*-id i.i {ri
a!
host jointers ever introduced into this country, and
omnium 16a2uc; interior llil .e.
it wilt need no testimonials lroru anyone, if used by
medium ,’2:i25'
bakers’ ini'. 2c
-kiiltul hands, to speak its praise. A. HAYFORD.
We quo <■ tine New York and Vermont
OH EE>E
!
2.
14
o'.,
lb
at
do
at
l.
:o4c.
per
factory
From Isaac C. Abbot, Sup’t of Belfast Foundry.
good
common it lla 12 1-7
Ml. Pai.mkr, Dear Sik:
In answer to your
EGGS—We quote re-li lotat .i5;CV per do/, but
a- to what 1 think ol your Stave Jointer, I
enquiry
no large quantity cot Id be »<>id at tiu-se tigur«*s.
I am perfectly acquainted with its construc.ii say
V' e qu"ti choice Northern
BEAN>
liand-pickcd j tion in all it- p art.-*.
I have seen demonstrations of
pea beans a' $2 7 5 a 3 "" ; choice Eastern it $3 1.'.
us practical working, and would say without fear of
common pea beans $2 12a2 f>o; choice mediums at i
I believe there is not in this country
contradiction,
$2 6o per bu h.
a
machine that can be made to do an equal amount
We quote cho ce Northern Turkeys 1
POL’ l. TRY
of work in the same time, and do it us perfectly,
at Itialsc; choice Western 14 il7c; fia** lots ot F.»wl.which can be sold at the price of yours.
anil Chickens at I2il4c: common do 8a 10c; common
I. C. ABBOT.
Turkeys T2tl3c.
From Allred Patterson, Practical Mechanic of
VEGE i ABL.ES—Potatoes continue to be sold in 1
Belfast.
lots at the railroads at 55a60c p-r bush tor Northern
Mr. Palmer, Dear Sir
In regard to your
and Eastern stock. Onions ate uuehanged.
Stave Jointer, about which you asked my opiuiou, I
FKL’I 1 -Apples Prices range at $4 50a 5 JU lor New
I
will
that
th.ik
have
obtained the ob50,14
00
W
you
and
bhl
tor
say
fully
$3
stern
York,
p.*r
HAY —We quote choice VertnoiP and Canada hay i ject so long sough'tor, viz
Giving each stave its
at $A3 i35 per ton ; inb ior do at $2da20; Western
appropriate bilge ox tapers, as the casks made from
1 have
staves jointed with it fully demonstrate.
timothy $31a33. New York Straw $3o.i3l per ton.
noticed two barrels in particular, one having twentysix staves, and the other fourteen, and each of the
I consider It a valuable machine
same bilge.
Belfast, Jan. 2, 1872. ALFRED PA 1TKRSON.
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the next three weeks. They are now making preparations for taking their annual
account of stork and rverv thing in
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MR. vV MRS. JOHN L. HALL
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Manager.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

can be
assigned for the aet, which
committed very deliberately.
\ Recorder of People's Standing Falls
Himself.
! he failure of Brock’s eoinmereial
agen-

pairing.

even-

Belfast Police Court.

Ok. K. R. Clarkf/s Vkukt vhi.b Siikrky Wink
Bittkks are h certain cure i"r female sickness, by
taking a wine-glass half lull before getting out ot bed
in the morning.
Delicate Cadies will find ii of
great service by using it three or tour times a day.
tt
Sold bv all dealers in medicine-.

uotive

in tlie number of suiuers being converte. to
God.
\bout twent>-two pews were, sold in th
house Iasi week. to liquida.e the expense f r

sov-

Stagnation in tin* bk.»od tends t<> produce
nine-tenths of th** diseases ‘-flesh is heir to.”
T is. however, is obviated, withopt debilitating the system, bv administering Latham's
Oa hartic Extract.
1 v r46

a as

'•

w:is

freshet is felt even in London. The upper
portion of the city on the river was
flooded and the loss of property and
interruption t<> business is qtfhe serious.
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Boston. Jan. 31st, 1 P. M
Suicide in Thomaston.
'V illiatn Tarbox. a
guard at the State
Prison at Thomaston, Me., committed

lar preacher.
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a
member ot the B iptist < hui li, with, it
saiil. considerable pecuniary means, and p<*
severance, sin Nvent t > work t<> build up wl it
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n i! r<n Mil. ,md ii is been uutir »g
in her efforts.
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GERMAN CORSETS
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From

Mr. Palmer, Dear Sir-

FLEECE

LINED

ll>" J
jo iuho.mv

GLOVES
20c per

SS.—Taken

be

at
at

on :
on

Saturday,
2d,
o’clock, A.
M., at the olfiee of F. VV. h'ePey, in Winterport, in
said < ounty, all the right in equity which John H urd
of said VV interport, has or had on the 2lth day ot
October. A. I). 1870, at 10 o’clock, A. M., being the
time oi the attachment of the same, on the original
writ in this action to redeem the following described
real estate situate in v\ iuterport, and bounded as
follows
Beginning at a stake aud stones on the

North West corner of said land owned by Nathan
Stone: thence Westerly on laud owned by Nathan
Sullivan’s heirs about seventy rods to a stake aud
stones; thence Southerly by said Sullivan's laud
about thirty-one rods to land owned by Tsai ih Baker;
thence Easterly bv said B iker’s land, about nine tyeight rods to the County Ko id ; thence on the West
side ot said road about sewn rods to land owned by
Nathan Ston*-*; thence North Westerly by said Stone’s
stake and stones; thence
land thirty-nine rods to
Northerly by said Stone’s land about fourtc eu and
one-half rods to the bound first mentioned,containing
about seventeen acres more or less together with all
the buildings standing thereon. The above describe 1
being subject to ■* mortgage given by Gilert Cole to George K. Sullivan to secure the payment of three notes of hand, one for two hundred
dollars payable March 15, 1806, one for two hundred
and twenty-five dollars, payable Mar h 15, 1867, and
one for two hundred and thirty-five dollars, payable
March 15. 1H68 with interest, on which there is now
due two hundred dollars. Said mortgage bearing
date May 15, 1865, and recorded in Waldo Registry,
Vol. 134, Page it>. The right in equity in said mortgage having been conveyed by said Gilbert Cole to
said John Hurd and Mary G. Hurd, by his deed of
date January 1st A. I). 180S and recorded in Waldo
Registry, Vol. 142, Page 224.
30
J. M. SNOW, Deputy Sheriff.

Premises

FOR SALE!
The Sch. MOSES EDDY, eighty tons
measurement,Is well found in Sails,
Rigging, Chains, Anchors,and everything necessary
lor business. The above schooner is a good sailer,
and has large underdeck capacity.
For further par
tlculars enquire of
J. Y. COTTRELL, Jk.
4w30*
Belfast, Jan. 1, 1872.
^

new

Allow

me to

|

pair.

From

C L O U D S
in endless

qualities

R. Wasgart, Manufacturer of Barrels
aud Barrel 8took, at-Hampden.

Hampden, Jan. 3, 1872.
L. R. Palmer, Esq., Dear Sir: We are constantly using one of your Stave Jointers in our mill,
and are very much pleased with it. It does Its work
nicely, quickly and exactly. It is so simple that I
nave learned to run it myself, and taught several In
our employ.
It cannot get oat of order, and does
all its work with remarkable uniformity. We could
not do without it. And most cheerfully recommend
it to any one desiring a good reliable Jointer.
Yours Truly,
TYLER K. WASGATT.

E. Brown, Stave Manufacturer of Clinton.
Clinton, Me., Dec. 18, 1871.
L. R. Palmer, Dear Sir: 1 return to you today the 30 inch Stare Joiuter which I had of you,

From J.

and wish you to alter the set-work the same as that
on the 36 inch Jointer which you sent me last week.
This machine 1 consider perfect, or as near so as it
is possible to make.
It turns out perfect work, and
cannot but come into general use when introduced,
in fact it maids no praise, as It will speak for Itself,
more effectually than I can.
V. ry Truly Yours,
JUSTIN E. BROWN.
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CASKETS

NEEDLE
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■

»*>7c to $1.'**.

id
FOR 42c.

&#~ivu !

jjcy.\ big job lot of LINEN HANDKLK
OAIEFS from Boston Houses, selling at vtn
low prices.
|

M

♦

are

stock regardless of cost.

t-

FOR SALFJk to let,

INFANCY GOODS DEPARTMENT is replete with every Novelty of the season and thesi
goods are to be closed out previous to taking

K I D

i*u

Ai! persona indehied totli'-“’t'-ioriher whose t
maud have been more thm thr»-<- rnou hs standing
requested to call and pa\ 1* they wish to sa\
trouble and cost
a lv (*.-*» a N t»i i; k.
Bellas!. Jen. .’LIS?.'.
3w

i—

jyLl.NEN TABLINGS, NAPKINS, AND
TOWELS, at prices that will suit the purchaser.

I

The two stor St re in Set
out.
^"E=s±—=aCf*=—
oppo*ire the Taveru wi!i b*- -<.»!<!
bargain, together with Stock it drMnd. Kn: im
her information apply to
U. (JLL Mold
Searsmont, Dec. J". 1p71.

G L O AES!

NOTICE.

S7c; Worth $1.25.

Wiggin, Lumber Manufacturer of Unity.

Tyler

*m>iu

vi

“"A' ^oo

acknowl-

Mr. Palmer, Dear Sir : In answer to your enquiry how 1 like my Jointer, 1 would say, that independent of what would be considered by coopers and
those who purchase Staves its most important quad
ties, that it makes a perfect stave, giving to each
stave the proper taper in proportion to its width. It
is second to no other Jointer I have ever used, in
regard to the amouut of work it will perlorm. I
have jointed one huudred thousand staves with my
Jointer, and can hud no fault with it.
B. F. WIGGIN.
Unity, Dec. 17, 1871.

uo

.»
I

uiuj tjiiAv iu.)i[i ■»[uhim

From John R. Beckett, Practical Cooper of Belfast.
l have been solicited
Mr. Palmer, Dear Sir:
many times by parties wishing to test the work done 1
invented
Stave
Jointer, to put some
by your newly
barrels into form from the staves. | have done so lu
several instances, and find it makes a perfect barrel, j
I think it a very valuable machine in the saving of j
labor an 1 lumber, aud one which must come into
JOHN R. BECKETT.
general use.
From H. F.

/

-J

Hl-a
|• ri;■ •.

pin

\’ridvav
JdlJV

its value.
1 am now satisfied from what 1 have seen of its
working, and what I learn from those using it, you
have perfected a machine which excels all others now
in use, and will be sought tor by all who are engaged
M. R. COOPER.
in the manufacture of staves.
Belfast, Jan. lu. 1872.

Sheri it"s Sale.
MAINE, WAI.DO,
sold
STATE
Execution, and will
public auctiou
March
A. U. 1*72,
eleven

Cooper, Lumber Dealer of Belfast.

ii

V

4

iNl’IllV.n -,l r
•ISO. I 4K SOAOIS Stli^oo.)
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edge my mistake,and your success, to regard to your
newly invented Stave Kdger.
While you were perfecting it, 1 was faithless as te

Takes pleasure in referring the afflicted t- Wm.
H. KKOUaWK. who had a verv ses re case ot
humor with which he has been afflicted for years—
ho much so that he could not sleep nights, owing to
A wonan intense itching and burning of the tl-sh.
derful improvement in ids look- is visible to ail.
2w.30

OF

M. K.

A

20c per Gross.
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PATTERNS!;
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The undersigned having recently purchased the
Hart er Shop over Dr M id) '» Drug Mon- y nri 1
ot Main & High sti*
respectful!) nnneutn-e to
their tormer patrons, tftnt they are prepared to
all work in their line ol husiue-» with ueatu;
and
■

UtyWE cannot enumerate the prices of all
the goods in our gto-k, but the above will give
the reader convincing proof ihat we are reallv
in esinest in closing out the greater portion ol
our stock at cheap prices.

.•

«

despatch.
Particular attention given

prices.

to

Coloring Hair

C’«• II

a

11

t •
il * «* e
ALKX. Met AMBKIDGK

P-E-R-S-O-N-A-L.
Kor <*5 Cents each,

we

will send

Splendid Photographs of either,

Her f be people of Castine, Penobscot, lsleboro, Brooksville and surrounding towns would
do well to call at our store in Castine, where
they will find a splendid assortment of both
DRY and FANCY GOODS, at as low prices as
obtained at any city or town on the Penobscot.
iHd^rhose indebted to us will please call and
settle tbeir accounts.
GEO. W. BURKETT & CO.,

Hay ford Block,

Church St.

aud

Whiskers, also Cutting Children- md Mi-eses H -'r.
GKO. COX.

53-HEMP < ARPEflXUS, STRAW M ATTINGS. OIL CLOTHS, FEATHERS, at low

■

Jas.

Ju«l«* tlaimtiohl
Cdoard
Address Box

to

any

address.

I'iftl*. Jr.,

l'ggl, Boston, P.
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POIJID
A LADY’S
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»r

Mtokes,
Mas.-;.

a,
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FI It COLLAR
l he owner eat*
have the same bv calling at the hou-e ot H. M y nr
ter, High St., proving property and paying cost
Belfast, Jan. vt4, 137tf.
awgv*

I

I'he £rrH'l:i d Ond-

Meanwhile the irons were heated, an iron
shutter to separate the animals in the cage
when in opportunity offered was in readiness. and Mr. Hirehall and an assistant
succeeded in beating off three, ot the animals, the tilth, having in the time scented
and tasted the blood which stn lined out
o! the carriage, added hi'fangs to those
which had already played such havoi
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done,
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dragged

B\ taking an agency lor THE HOUR OF
* I'EOI'LK.
I lie most successful book
0 Magnificent Engravings.
One agent
out, n !.ti)
;<>■
114 orders in fen days, others are doing equally
\w
i..>00 Dollars per annum can be made bv
-r
mnii tgeni taking orders for this popuany m
The best chanci to make money offered.
lar work
St no
o
circulars with terms, etc.
Extra large intlin fin' .its off. red.
Yddres*
WORTHINC TON,
DFST1N & CO., Hartford, Conn.

FREE TO BOOK

AGENTS7

will send a handsome Prospectus of our New
it' d Family Bible, containing over *400 tine
1:.
sM-r»p'i’r< Illustrations to any Book Agent, tree of
National Publishing Co., Phila., Pa.
cliurg
W.

BRACK KT I. Administrator on the
of 1 J11 ( rehore. late ot Lincolnville, in
said Countv of Waldo, deceased, having presented
! hi-tin <; iccount ot AdminL-tration ou said estate tor
i allowance.
I hat tin* said Administrator give notice
()rd.T« ‘I,
I to all persons interested by causing a copy n( this
to be published tim e weeks successively in the
order
j
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
I may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
1 within and lor said
County, on tin second Tuesday
I of February next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
ASA THPRLOI (ill Judge.
Attest -B. P. 1 held, Register.
; A truect py.

j
i

|
!

nc/e tj

|

!

I

No. 1 Main St., Custom

DRYGOODS
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC.

•••

For anybody and everybody desiring

purchase

to

at

Low Prices!

—

Ware.

Japanese Paper

Honestly undersold in this City, County, or State, and
whoever buys before comparing the quality and price of goods, do themselves
injustice and rob their own pockets
Prices

that cannot be

INVESTMENT

r■

••

KNITTING MACHINE!

■

■

PROFITABLE

BUSINESS

THREE THOUSAND YARDS
E

N

*

W

ATTEXTION.

*'

'•

■

V4*

*•

Royal

o

Lottery

>■

>•

^ ^ £

..

••

SPUING HUNTS

IWI

Just received by last Steamer. Also New
HE SIGHS IX CASHMERES.
ro dealers we nth r tor cash any and all

goods

our

Boston Set Cash Wholes iX

a*

Brices

Returning

thanks to our friends aud

our

patrons, with the fervent wish for
prosperous N E W V E A R

a

happy,

'l

■

Jan

tion ol the

danger of the man to the neighThe New York Times
says that “Hanboring shows where firearms could be nah,” the
latest novel by Miss Muloeh,
obtained, and returned alter a minute’s “was
written to advocate or defend mardelay ; but that delay seemed an age, and
riage with a deceased wife’s sister.” It
the toy weapons that are used at rifle
gal- j that is all the matter with Hannah, we
lerifts were discharged *n
I
rapid succession. j think she can be cured.

to all.
Dr. Pollard extends a cordial Invitation to the inhabitant-ot Belfa-t and vicinity, to call and examine
Ids method, whether in want of medioal treatment
or not.

a

Dr. P. will call and consult with patients if within
reasonable di-tance free of charge.
Office Houis from y o’clock A. M. to 9 P. M.
3w28
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INTERN A I AND EX TER
Remedy ever u-ed tor the Cure •* Cold,
Toothache,
Headache,
Cough,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia,' ontracted Cord-, Mucles and Tenuous S; rains,
Frost Bite- and Chilblains, Cuts, Brut-es, Burnt ami
Scald#, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast cr K ick,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pain-,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, also inflammation of tin* Kidneys, Liver Complaint# aud P.. 1 pit it ion oi tin Heart,
Impurities of tfie Blood and Ringworm. Bite# !

Insect#, Reptiles

or

Dogs.

The above medicine is compounded on the mo#t
scientiflc principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Interna, and Externa! diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops ali pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It peuetrates rapidly, acts Erectly
on
the absorbent#, equalizes the circulation aud
corrects any aud a’.i derangements of the nervo-vital
fluids.
The above medicine has been put to the severest
test ever met with, and has proved to b» more than
repres .ited. It is recommended by all who use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Church
St., Beltast, M»-., to whom all order# should be addressed and will receive prompt attention.
ft!

Havana

000 in gold drawn every seventeen days. Prizes
cashed and information furnished by GEORi.E
CPHAM. No. V VVeybosset Street, Providence, ti 1.
3m22
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Manufactured

by

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.
gy-Send for Price-List.
lyr51

Baltimore, Md,

THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
for -ale, the house ami lot situated
on Wadsworth Street, in Thomaston,
belonging to
heirs of th* late Capt. Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
contains about 27.000 feet of land with a large two
story house and other buildings situated thereon,
and will be sold low if applied lor soon. For terms,
call on the subscriber.
J. M. BEVERAGE.
Thomaston, Aug. 24, 1871.
tt8

1,000.

1,000.

Boxes Smoked
1000
ceived by Schr. Alexis, and for

sale

to close out the
3m25

lot, by

Main

Herring just recheap tor cash,

JlcF IRLAAIF

Street, opposite Conant A Mood>’s.
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>rdt re.i, 1 Hat the said Administrator give notice
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all persons kuten
causing a copy ot t.air., lie published t.i r•
We< a- Siicces-D ely iu the
Uipuoi.cau Journul, printed at Beilast, that they
tnay appe ir at a Probate Court, to be held at Belts-:, wiiiiiu tnd tor said Count), on the second
:
1- bruary next,at tenol the clock before
-day
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,v
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sable should not b
all ov ,.d
A' V 1 lit RLOl'GEl
Judge.
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more at
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the letter.
The
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Probate Court held
uitv ot A il io,
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D. i*7u.

Belfast. within and for
the s< cund Tuesday ol
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ION. named Executor In
rlam instrument. purport, ug tu be the last
V a
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mid :i‘stameut oi Joseph Whitaker, late ot
-aid *.'• aut v ol Wmdo,deceased, having
Burnlnuu,
resented s..id wi.i lor PiobatH it •1: s
Ku 1 us J., g 1 ve not ice to
a.l persons interested by rausinjt a Copy ot this order to he puolis ied three we-ns suee-siv.-1 y in tile
Kepul ..mu Jou-iiat. printed at Belfast that they
in*
Crooate Court, to he »;ebl at Beilast,
appear at
within and bn -aid* unity,
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the second Tuesday
ir; next at ten ol t lie clock >etore noon,
n.
-hex
:
h.iv
why the sauie
sh" io! not be p.
ed appna-d an J iln wed.
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A
TH l' K1 .t'l
U, Judge.
Attest -B. P. t ii
K< gi«ter.
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may get into hands that don’t kuow how to use It
tf28
L. R. PALMER.
properly.
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At
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-oniy ot W do, on
of 'fuiu try. A 1C '7.',
N. DF. NNI>
n
oi uabriei Dennis,
.ale ot la >ert
said County ot Waldo, decea ed, having present
i a petition that Caleb W.
ppoiuted A iiainia*
'.rator on Mini >i« o-asi d's
-late.
Order, d, l Kit the
H zn N.. five notice to
al persons u teresled by causing a copy ot this order
to be published three Wi't-K- successively
In
the
Republican Journal, primed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Prubite Court, to be he 1 at Belfast,
within and lot said Comity, an the second Tuesday
of February n< xt, at ten ..f tie- clock before noon,
and shew’ c iu*e, .1 uiiv they have, -,vny the prayer ol
said petition should no: be giantod.
A > A
l ii l Ivl.oCGH, Judge.
A truecopv. Attest-B 1 F'im.d, Kegister.
28
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SURGEON DENTIST!

||

Has removed from his former office, in HARRIS’
BLOCK, to one In HAT FORD BLOCK, recently
occupied by Mr. A. Hayford.
Here he
hopes to merit a continuance of the favor
with which his effort* have been heretofore received.
Jan.
Belfast,
18, 1872.
tf28

Special
To

JSTotice

Probate Court h- ’. i
County ot W do,
January. A. D. 1'.
a
tne

All persons shipping Freight by this Line, are re
quested to have Steamer’s receipts in duplicate,
name of Consignee in full on the margin.
Shippers that are using old Boxes, Barrels and
Bags, are requested to erase all old marks. Any
Boxes, Barrels or Bags that have more than one
mark thereon, will not be received or shipoed.
All Freight must be properly marked only to the
Consignee. Positively no freight received unless
conformable to rules

as

at
on

Belfast, within
the second 1

above.

GKO. G. WELLS, Agent.
Belfast, Jan. 15,1872.
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of the ahu\ ariclo* enioracing Rbout every
variety and style ii the Market. He invites his old j
customers ami all « hers in want ot anything In the
SHOE line to give iiu u ci.il before
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QUACK DU'ToRS AND

1

-.

is

FIBSTER TREA i brother and principal credit or ol Albert Treat, late ot Boston, in the
( "i.nty of .-'utiolk. vat* «d Massachusetts, deceased.
I.liv ing pres* led a petition that auviliiary u.ltuinttr.iti.Mi siiou d be ha 1 m the C. .unty of W.al Io upon
said d- c. used’s e-Mt*-rein, and that Joseph Wii
liamson ot Belfast, iu said
.-uuty, may be appointed

IGEO. N, & H. S. TERRY,

1L4TH Iff

J.

SA N Ft

>

LINE

K
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The

WISE!

hjl,
j

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Diptheria, Asthma,
Chronic Diarrhoea, D> sentery, < ‘ramp & Pain
In the Stomach, Bo wel* and Side; also,
Rhe:iinnti*m, Headache, Earache,
Toothache, &c., if used as diIIOWIS A

CO., Agents, Belfast.
Prep .red ouly by

C. 0. BLANCHARD,

Bangor,

Me.

Proprietor of Dr. Hoffman's Celebrated German
Liniment; Mrs. Stanley’s Balm in Gilead Salve.
6ra23*
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All kinds ot sr.WIWi M.V HIM S repaired in
••'*Aim)'
the bent man tier
<iun>, 1'i-tols, l.u**
>rt n--t:
skates, &c., &c., repaint d a;
.N ew aud sec >n i
i
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make, bought, sold >r i-.vc' n..t ,1
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Sewing .Machine oil. o
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ver-. ic,
always on hand or made io
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Work

l. AIM KS
t he c l. brut, d DK I.. I»I \
1.aoi- who in-ed u Med
particularly lin u<
leal or Suryical advi-er to call at bis Koums, cl
Erdlcott M
Bostou. Mass., winch they will liud
arranged for tlielr spec »] accommodation.
l‘K DIX having drvoted over twtnty years to
thi* particnlar branch ot the t: cttin. nt of
di*eas--* peculiar to teinah *, is now conceded h
all,
(both in this couutry and Europe, that he excel*
all other known ..racticioner* in the vtfe. -peedv
and effect ual tr. ittnent ot ail teinale comp.aints.
H.s medicines are prc. ar- 1 with the express purpose ot removing fill disease-, such as debiiity,
weakness, unnatural -npi resslon*. enlargement ot
the womb, al-o discharges which ti
from a morbid state of the blood,
i be Doctor Is now fully
to
treat
iu
his
both medistyle
prepared
peculiar
cally and surgically, all di-eases ot the female sex,
and
to
arc
Invited
call
at
they
;
respectfully
lo. 21 llntlit alt Ml.
H»«lon,
All letter* requiring advice
to insure an answer.
Bo.-tou. .1 an. 1 1872 —lWrt.

To Females in Delicate Health.
DR. DOW, Physician and .Surgeon, No. 7 Endloott street, Boston, is consulted daily loraUdiseases
incident to the female system. Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
aud other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
ou new pathological principles, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices In perleet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure of diseases of women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients wiio may
wish to stay In Boston a tew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having oontined his whole attention to an office practice for the cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior In the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Boston, July 25, 1871.
Iyr3
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To sell the {Rational
L * n e n Marker and
Terms
Card Printer.
sent free, or out-tit, Including Marker with name, sent
for $1.00. Address Rockland
HAND STAMP CO.,
Rockland, Me.
3mta*

■

pBEnffl
INSTITUTE

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
in establishing this Instit-r o_ti
was to attain the greatest
per: ; n n ihi?
preparation, praeti.-e an l u-e f Vegetable
Remedies, and t* s.-car*' a perman* nr plaet*
where Families, lnvnli is. r any person could
mi.ii. ul a Dice, ami such remobtain the b«
edies as each might
oqu to, without the use
of poisonous drugs
Dr. Greene has been l av-. iau : the Insti
tute since its foundation, n w more than
Few men have had so
twenty-five years.
large experience in the treatment of chronic
diseases.
Dr. Greene is in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted his life to this branch f his
profession, and his success, we believe is with
34 TEMPLE

The

object

parallel.
Among the diseases to which ho gives es
pecial attention may be noticed Cancer, Scrof
ula, Catarrh. Bronchitis, Consumption, Hear
Disease. Neuralgia. Asthma. Nervousness.
Rheumatism. 1’araivMs, bpinal Diseases, Dys
pepsia. Liver Complaint, F .ale C *mplaints.
Faint St -ma* :;. Erysipelas White Swelling,
Salt Rheum, Canker, I'eafness, Kidney Dis
Seminal Weakness, Ac.
L*r Greene
Medical Pamphlet,
descrip
tive of diseases and their proper treatment, w ill
be sent free to invalids
Address. R. GREENE. M l>..
tf-i Temple Place. Boston Mass.
eases.
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Valuable Medicine!
It clears the Brain, relieves the Burdened System,
oupes Consumption, Me* Headache, Billiousness,
aud all Humors and Impurities of the Blood.
A* a
medicine for Children it has no equal.
Mold
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A Standard Preparation, endorsed bv the most re
liable Physicians, aud its astonishing curative pow
thousands who have used it.
quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female. Irritation or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder,Gravel,
Diabetes, Reddish sediment in Urine, Thick,* loudy
Urine, Mucous and Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinence of Urine,
Chrouic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the Urino-Genital Organs.
hor sale by all Druggists and Dealers In Medicine
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FLORENCE i HOWE

Will make but one trip per week during th.- win?o'ch--k, 1*. M.
Leaving Be.tast everv I'uesdiy. at
v. rv
E rid iv at L>
Keturuing. will leave Ho-t< u
GEO.
o’clock, V M.
WKi.lo, Agent.
tin:
Belfast. Dec. 4, 1871.
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THE SUBSCRIBER has taken the Paint Shop
attached to Treadwell & Mansfield’s Carriage Establishment, where he will be happy to see customers.
A first class CARRIAGE PAINTER will be on
hand, whose work cannot be surpassed. Aii my old
friends and customers ot course will call, and I can
attend to a limited number of new ones. Every description ot Painting, Glazing, and Paper Hanging
done with dispatch. Rooms and Walls Painted by
the Stipple Process with various tints much superior
to paper in cheapness and durability. Blinds Painted and Glazing done cheaper than elsewhere In this
city, and with the best ot Stock. S. B. GILLUM.
8m27
Belfast, Jan. 1, 1872.
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STEAM-MILL CO.,

everywhere.

If you want nn article that is all it Is represented,
get a bottle ot I)r. Huffman's German 1 Jmment, that
is prepared lor interna! as w» li as external use, for
MA N' or BE AS T, and it is a sure cure for
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rPHK subscriber uereby gives public notice to all
A
concerned, that he has be**n dulv appointed j
and taken upon hi nself the trust ot Adm'ni-trator
ot tiie estate ot John Cross, lute of Lincolnville. I
in the Countv of W ildo, decease*!,hv giving bond a*
the law duvet-; he then ion- requests all
persons ;
who are indebted t-> said deceased's estate to make
Immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, > exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
28
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ARRANGEMENTS.

On and alter

Washington St., Boston, Mass.

mb-cri'-er hereby giv-s public notice to all
m-mkal at Boston Market Prices, and ib-Iivered
concerned, that he has been duly appointed to Miippers ut the wharves, without EXTRA
and taken upon himselt tin- trust of Administrator
CHARUE.
ot the estate of ,Jo-iah P
unmughain, late ol SwanAll orders promptly attended to.
ville, in th* County ot Waldo, deceased, by giving |
C*KO. WAVO. Agent.
bond as the taw direct.-; he therefore requests all
Dri
ROCKLAND, MK.
18, 1871.
July
persons who are indebted to said dt ceased's estate !
to make immediate p i\ rueut,an*j those who haveany
demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement
to him.
W A1. L \ CE < U S S IN (11AM.
25
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•rlMIK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
I concerned, that he tins h. en duly appointed
and taken up u himsi it tbe trust of Administrator
ot the estate ot Oliver Low, late ol
Monroe, in the
County ot Waldo deceased, by giving bond as the
law directs; hi therefore reque»t* all persons who
are indebted to
said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any deman is thereon, to exhibit the same tor settlement
to him.
JAMES DOWNS.
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Proprietors.

l! rO

moderate. Communications sacharges
crediy confidential, and a.I may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever maybe the disease, condition or situation ol any one,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mall and Express to a!', parts 0i
the U luted States.
All 1< tiers requiring advice must contalu one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Dk. I.. Dix, N j.^1 Eudlcott Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1, 187'.!—Iy‘-‘<‘
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very

To energetic Men and
Women, we give empli>\
I uient that pays from $4
to $8 per day.
Business
strictlv honorable and adapted to every City. Town
and Village. Send tor Samples, and go to work at
Address
once.
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th.a it is contained iu their nostrums, so th t the
usual tee’’ may be obtained for pr fessedly curing,
fraction oi it," may be obtainthe dollar," or
or
ed tor the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, aud spend iarge amounts tor experiments with quackery.
DR. DIN’S
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by competent physicians.
j BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NUT IGNORANT,
j
!
Notwithstundingthe foregoing tacts arc known to
rej gome quack doctors aud uostrum-m ikers. yet. are
gardless ot tile llte and health of others, there
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contradicting giving mercury to their patients or
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NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
Through the ignorance ot the Quack D iet..-,
knowing no other remedy, he re.tea upon MKki.tky
and gives it to all his patients, iu Puls, Drops, &c.
so
the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, aud* to
his so-called T xtructs, Specific* Antidote, Sec., b* h
relyin. upo»it* effects in curing a tew iua hundred,
it in trumpeted iu various w avs hroughout the laud

an
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to Professors aud respectable Physiot whom consult him iu critical cases,
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PV1 ThIlsUX. widow ot Charles
ot Ttiorml.ke, In said County
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Wi.ii,.in l'ic< r-"n of 1 inn iniirv/ may be appointed
Administrator on -a d dt ceased'* estate.
Order. 1, That t
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A>A IHCRlAJl'GH, Judge.
Afoppo; v. Ati.-st—B. i‘ : ifc.cn. Kegister. 28
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oi the ancient belief of its
curing everything."
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VINEGAR BITTERS

BELFAST. Maine.

QUACK NOS I RUM-MAKERS,
through fa'**' certificates and references, md recommendations ot their medicines by the dead, who

FT> J. K VKKIN

prices of Machines In the future will be from
to $|50 to those who pur base
outright.

Should any prefer to lease by the year. I shall be
ready
to accommodate such on terms satisfactory. I think
I have a valuable invention, and my
fear
it

L

Iih
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CORONER!

who know but little of the nature and character ot
Special Diseases aud less to their cure. Some ex
hibittorged Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges,
which never existed iu auv part ol the world; others exhibit Diplomas ot the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; tint only assuming and advertising In
names ot those inserted iu the diplomas, but to further their imposition assume names ot tiie celebrated physicians loug since dead. N either t e deceived by

<■

immediately return-

furnish

1

-r o ii x

UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to y >ur sufferings in being
deceived bv the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, aud pretentions ot
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,

de!

rJ^HK
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TWINES & NETTING,
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corresponihtnc*

because ot nis acknowledged skill and reputation,
attainid through so loug experience, practice, and
observation.

...

Orderid. That the said Webster Treat, give notice
all persons interested b> causing a copy ot this
order to he pulcisht-d tluie week- successively In
the Republic .u Journal, printed .it Brlta-t, that they
fappear at a Probatet OUT?. o be held ut Belfast,
within and tor said Couut'. mi the second Tuesday
ot February next. ut ten ot the dock betore noon,
and * ew cau«<
f any they have, wtiy the prayer ol
said petition should not be grant* d.
ASA I tll KLilVGH, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest -B. P. Field, Register.
28
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l'r. W. 11. F liK HI.
•;
4, l. a.
H a -rarv >!•-» .'
Assistant l’ljy.4.- i.
on all diseas-s r-,i..;

is so arranged tlmt patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
.1o. 21, having no connection with bis residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
office.
DR. DIX
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,i: it
ad vieThe grand
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
•>’. k
xx
secret ot his su.
i< 1
ige the cause* of
these
ailments
ai
t
L:
*ie-u.
tr -ui the
OR. 1.. OKA *

exK 1 T, Guardian of (>rlanna Ordwav, I boldly asserts, and it cannot be contradicted,
cept by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
Lewis ordtvay, late ot Bilmout,
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,; that
uunty ot W i.iiu, dt -eas I, having presented
ni» first accou ut ol Guard tans tup tor allow ance.
he is THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSIC IAN
Tu.it I he sanl Guardian give notice
Ordered,
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON,
to all persons iliter-.-ted by C msiug a copy of this
TWENTY YEARS
nit
tu t.e- publish-d tim e we. ks successively in
tin 1C pubdc.iu Jouru ... primed at Beitast, that they
a fact so
engaged In treatment ol Special
til 1> appear at a Prob ste
uUlt, !< he held at B< lias
well known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merw ii In u
ami tor -aid '■ >un:.
>n the -.v niJ
Tuesday chants, Hotel Proprietors, 4c., that ho In much re
u
ot the clock belore noon,
ot Fe ruirv next, it
commended and particularly to
lit-w can-.
it any they
and
have, why the same
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS,
wiiould not be allowed.
AM l HPRLOl'GH, Judge.
To avoid and scape imposition of foreign and naA true copy.
Attest B. P. Elh.1.1), Register.
28
tive quacks, more numerous in Bosiou than in other
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GANGERS, TUMORS,
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at

l.alu
made was <li*>
I'he \\'-ed from which t1.
Cov**red bv a well known pnde-si.unit gentleman of
ito-ton, upon the prairie- in the gnat voile; <»t the
-tirn ot horse- afflicted
Mis.-i--ippl, through tin
with the heave-, and is then ton -'rictly a great
1L* cured himself ot consumption
Natural K< me-iy.
when pionoLtnced incurabb* by In b. st physicians
111 |11. md now Sifter fifteen yarn ot 1,«- rlv UM
interrupted health, confidently reountneuds it to the
p'lblie. When.-t-ed in conneetiou wit;t the Prairie
Weed P>aI-ant
ha- mv<*d it-* It an unfailing rein
edv t“i all cou-" :;^;.vc dillicultie.-. bend tor < ir

Million

1

*
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MR. & MRS. A. D. CHASE,

j

pharisaic regard
tile Corel.m i, M line.
:ilS e\ijs on
F \V. KTNSMAN, Prop’r, Augusta, Maine,
| outside 4 the cup and platter may we lie
diverted his de iveredl Now in the first
place, nothing
attention t -in an Asiatic linn known b\
seeps tile air of a room so fresh and
t.-ie 11.1 me ol
I .rant,” against whom he
-weet as an open wood tire.
Its advantULCERS.
ha-i -o'
i..1' io11-- i
-'iiiytiial morning to tg' in point of healthfulness over ordiAstonishing cures by Drs. Kline and Lindley, at |
a-e
to
■*;""p
instruct ins
It is I nary ways of
;h
L’aii
ni
Cancer
Institute
931
Arch .Street,
iphia
warming is immense. For i".i ;i'ielp in, I’d. At Branch
necessary Here t note that whet, perform- I t room 4
Offices, by Dr. Mesize in this climate it
ordinary
M
-4
N
chui'i,
*g
ira
Buffi
N.
St.,
do,
Y.; aud by Dr.
ing lions are t--lined there is a line drawn, giv. s
|
amply sufficient heat. And what a Lv.irts, over 3y Genesee M., Auburn, N. Y.
or what ;s known as "the
office. in tech- wo iderful
WONDERFUL CANCER ANTIDOTES.
promoter of cheerfulness it is!
nical phraser- >gy, l;n which tl.e beasts
•
It is as much better than the
coal N*° Kulfe. No 'ui tic Medicine-, No Blood, Little
are
Pain.
For particulars, call or address either ol the
taught to regard tha' line as a limit tire, as that is better than the blopen
ack hole above,
beyond whn-h th- per! -rmer miistnot pas-, in the flour called a
register. Its voice,
knnwii g, f he does so, th«
mse )
as
it purrs and crackles and roars, is
lost d ngerous.
expected
he
enough to drive away the worst fit of the
presumption is that tins line was over- blues.
Its mounting flames five the
stepped, and .Mr-. -Mai.tiers* opinion, c.ieeriest
light in the world. Tin; depths
wbo-e experience in these
matters, and •u its gl uviiig coals
continually allure and
who suggests tiiis as a
pr mary cause, is charm the eye.
There are not manv huentitled to Consider:,-ion.
rue “office” man
beings who areas good company for
having been passed. Mac carte, who was
mood. After the day's work and
attired as a R nn n g idi it ir, was returu- every
BOOTS AND SHOES.
fret it brings calm and cheer. It wiles
ing his falchion to it, sheath, and
slip- awav all troubling thoughts. If the mind
fell
on
tile
floor o! the den. Tvraut is even at
ping,
work, its uuobstrusive
fastened on him,
DR. A. W. POLLARD
seizing him by the ion.ship soothes and aids. Whencompanone is
and
then the Airman lion fastenhaunches,
OF ASHLAND, MASS., IS NOW AT THE
weary, lie may find restful occupation in
ed on to Ins armless shoulder.
Macearte
the freaks of the
flames, and i AMERICAN HOUSE, BELFAST.
immediately called upon the keepers for watching to their
changeful voice. It Where he will remain until
help, and meanwhile to fire. He then listening
April 1st, in the practice
drew the,hurt R mi an blade which formed brightens people, and brings them togeth- of his profession. He has with him a good assorter.
To what scenes of
ment ol his vegetable medicines tor the cure ol Canand
friendship
part of hi- costume, and commenced fight- social
in its flr»t stages, old, long standing, offensive
enjoyment does it lend a unique cer
ing desperately with the lion Tyrant, charm' It is the
Sores, Blotched Faces, Piles,Humors, Female Weak
of
a
nesg
and Debility, Canker and all complaints brought
luxury
luxuries,
thrusting the sword into its face, mouth thing without whicti
fife is incomplete. on by impurities of the blood, such as Palpitation of
and eyes.
Tin- crowd as is usual in such
the
Heart, l iver Complaint, Sour Stomach, Kidney
[Beecher in the Christian Union.
cases, crowded
Disease. Coughs, &e., Ac. He pays particular attenp mic-stricken around,
tion
to long standing Chronic Complaints, also, to
and effectually
prevented the approach ol
tin- case- of young females that are troubled with
the vnen who were used to the
humors
which so olten terminate in Quick ConsurnpShocking
habits ol
Accident. Good"Pluck, a
tion owing to neglect or sudden colds.
the animals. ^ I i,e shouts of the
Dr. P. does
tew days rinoe Mr. W. II.
Land- n .t claim (as some do) to cure all di-eases, but such
audience,
Young.
the de-perate and manlul struo-.r]e
lord ol the St. Croix
as have come under ids professional care
0f
at Calais,
during a
Exchange
fated man and the smell of the blood
ot nearly thirty years in the principal cities
which carried a theatrical company to Pembroke I practice
and town8 in this State and Massachusetts, he has
was
roro
tile buttocks of Macwith a double team. On his return the : met with most flittering success.
streaming
carte incited the other
Dr Pollard is well known in this vicinity, he havanimals, and their whiffle tree broke, the horses vvere liightI
instinct
ing while a resident oi Bucksport, in 1840, submitted
was awakened.
savage
A third ened, and the carriage overturned, throw- to
two surgical operation- lor the cure ot the Piles
lion—an Abyssinia one—seized him
by ing Mr. Young violently to the ground. performed on him by Dr. Manly Hardy, (Dr. P’s
the ribs, and then a vc-year-old
iaw) Dr. Moulton and Dr. Mason, all
lion, and T ufoitunately he struck upon a rock and lather-in
ot Buck-port. These operations having proved futile,
an
especial favorite ot the lion tamer his leg was mashed to a jelly. No assist- and
ol relief through any means then
dispairing
caught him bv the head, lit- rally -cal pi no ance was at hand, and although he wa« know, Dr. P. was led to experiment for himself in
the Vegetable Kingdom in search ol a cure.
im, the flesh hanging down his neck! badly bruised and
After
thoroughly stunned lour years constant study, his efforts were crowned
The treacherous favorite had no soonei he lashed his
leg to the cushion of the with success. He discovered a remedy which in
accomplished tiiis work than fie returnee carriage, took the pieces of the whiffle seven we* ks effected a complete cure in his own case
to the astonishment ol his acquaintances.
quietly to his corner. The deadly strug tree and pushed himself backward over much
A course of Dr. P’s remedies will cost from $5 to
gle progressed, and Mr. Birehall, whr three-quarters of a mil* to a
as
be.
I’hey may be taken without
house, where $l0, leastthe case mayand
had from the first been most
without interfeiing with any
relief was furnished him.
difficulty
It was an ex- the
active,
placed
one’s
business
or
diet.
iron scrapers in the fires
They are all preps d under
to heat them,
ceedingly cold night and his limbs were Dr. P’s personal supervision,
and being purely vegeristols and guns were
in
table
their
are warranted to contain
frozen.
composition
His leg was ampudischarged, but considerably
nothing in tiie slightest degree injurious. A child
they, unfortunately, were only” loaded tated above the knee, anil
strong hopes can take them with perfect impunity.
with blank
cartridge, and the blazing o! are entertained of his recovery.” Verv
Dr. Pollard’s Moth Mixture is an excellent article
gun-powder failed to drive the animal, few men would have had the pluck to save for beautifying the complexion and removing Moth
and Pimples from the skin.
He has prepared thoufrom their quarry. The police went in themselves under such
circumstances.
I sands ot bottles in this State and Massachusetts, and
generous haste, and with a full appreciaj does not hesitate to recommend it to all. Advice free
v-
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tul attention bestowed on their cases, ami at
*'r,
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1872.—lyW
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Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
tiie County ot \Y ildu. un the second Tuesday ot
Jauu try A. Id. 1872.
J. SIMONTt’N, Administratrix of the
ZJ estate ot Putnam Simouton, late ol Nearsport,
in -aid Cuunty ol W
1 >, dt ceased, having presented
hi r first accuuut ot Admlr.Gtratiou on said estate
lor allowance.
Ordered, 1 bat the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by cau-ing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in t ie
Republican Journal, pnu fed hi Be fast, that tfiey may
appear at a Probate I'uiirt. to be held at Belfast,
within and tor
U Cuunty, ou the second Tuesday
ot F< bruary uex:,atteuof the clock helore uoou,
and -Jew cm-'
m> they nave, why file surue
shou. not be allowed.
AN A Tlinu OUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B l'. ft t-.i-O, uegister.
2s
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Me
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applications lor Patents, having been successful iu !
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
taleut and ability on his part, leads me to r< comm* nd
••a
.-ix.
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their pa10o I'p
tents, as they may be sure of having the most lauh

a
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EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.’

fie estate
*
ali
>! Ji’ocktOll, in said
<
! v\ tie!.., deceased, h
"Uuty
U»g presented his
tirst und tinai
iceount of Adiu:ni.-iruUou on Said
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! At

January
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capable

JUllN
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1

Mfi'

St., Boston,

Bub in eh

<

nventors.

Mr. it. H. Eddy has made for

eased organs.

1

No. 4

no hesitat.ou iu assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and
of putting their ap
trustworthy, and more
plications in .. form to secure from them an early
and favorable consideration at the Patent Office.

W. SLAVKY, Administrator ot the estate
of John s.-hvm late ot Frankfort, in said County
oi Waldo, deceased, having presented his tirst and
limit account of Administration oil -aid estate lor
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks su-*ce*si\ely In the
Republican Journal, printed it Belfast that they
may appear at a Prob m- ourt,to be held at Belfast,
within ami tor said County, on tue second Tuesday
of February next, at ten ol the cluck before uoou,
aud shew cause, it hi y they have, why the same
should nut be alio wed.
ANA THURI.ol GH, Judge.
B. T'Fiki.i> Register.
28
A true copy. A"c-
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County <>f Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. L*. 1872.
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FOR

method •! treating Diseases of the Lungs,
Asthma, 1 utarru, und all tubercular affections, bv
Inhalation, is an acknowledged -m ess. By inhaling
the vapor from the Balm v rv cell or alveole ot tin*
lungs, and every bronchial tube, is reached; tinlungs an expanded. «m ; Gc healing (jualitie- ot the
weed are brought into din t action upon tin diI he

Boston

TF«TI JlOXIALft.

I^MITLY

House Square.
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sa>

BALM.

BY THE

*e

SEEDS,

■

Designs,

opposite Kilby St.,

“1 regard Mr. Eddy as one ol the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had nffi
CHARLES MASON, Commisclal intercourse.
sioner of Patents.”

1

BRIGGS 4 BROTHER’S

Catalogue; Flower Vegetable

here
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oical Works
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Hanliood, 77onianhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

!

an extensive practice ol up wards ot thirty years, continues to secure Patents in the
United States; also in Great Britain, France, and
other foreign countries.
Caveats, Specifications,
Assignments, and all papers for Patents, executed
on
reasonable terms, with despatch.
Researches
made to determine the validity ana utility ot Patents
of Inventions, and legal ami otner advice rendered
in all matters touching the same. Copies ot the
claims of any patent furnished to remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
No Ag- ncy in the l tiited States pusse-ses superior
facility tor obtaining Patents or ascertaining the
patent ability of inventions.
All necessity ot a journey to Washington to pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay titer*u

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January. A. D. 1872.

NEW SEEDS AND PLANTS

1

EDDY,

For Inventions, Trade Marks,
No. 76 State St.,

—

■> —

1
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SOLICITOR OF PATENTS

|
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Cable Screw Wire
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a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
January, A. L>. 1872.
IGA 11. SKA V I.Y. widow of John Seavey.
!:itt <>t Frankt .rt.ln said County of Waldo,
a petition for an allowj deceased, h iving presented
I ance from the personal estate ol said deceased.
the
said
ordered Thai
Abigail give notice to all
; persons Interested bv causing a copy ol this order to
<: -Hveh tn the Repubwe.
ksti.
three
{), miidished
; ijran Journal, printed at Hi.Must.that they may ap.dnte
to
b«
held at Belt ist. within
a
I’i
'ourt.
p« ar at
and tor -aid County, on tin* second Tuesday ol
at
I«
<•!
hafore noon, and
clock
the
K« bruary next,
-hew ins.-, it any tin y have, why the prayer ot said
I"
should
not
ii
ion
granted.
pet
AS A
I II T KLOPG tl, Judge.
28
Attest
ii. K. Fn.i l>, Register,
\ true copy.

GREAT CHANCE TO MAKE MONEY.

bea't seized him lust above the boot, uul
him in again among them. Then
the frightful work went on for a tew
For w i- -i tii-* va!a V' gr >w «!im with night.
sickening and borritying moments, every
h o.u t lieir noonday heat. :
And :!i< 'k:
person present fearing to see him torn to
i: !i- ! v- I light,
.i
It' long I,A: l it' wido
:• ;i oIo'mmu' .,t
luminous wbite pieces, old Mrs. Menders, who is slowly
a a gU'h ot sweet.
'M'. \\
Slowly
recovering from a patalytic affection, by
a great effort crawled out as it were, but
I see it, glittering in nn onlit air.
ik. v\
!e t i\ui'Vent bow N
Will b
ni'
by her clear head and experience gave Last as
long again as any othor
>t tla!» tster. ill creamy fair,
prompt directions. Hot irons were now
Filled wiib
<:r nge ami rare
kind.
fragraii
av ailable, and the brutes being driven otl
\' a wal! tram til
ad of happy souls.
these most terrifying weapons, the
b
Oh. gentle air', whi *h
and almost pulseless piece of hu; poor
'ottly blow
Waving y.»ur beauty no.rwise,
I inanity was drawn out from the place it
l'eii me. it hapiv ye may know,
Nenf by Hall or Ixpr««a.
He
was fated never more should enter.
is in.' ike ih'tv-' w aieh grow
sustained sufficient sensibility to speak to : iil'B SLED \M> PLANT CATALUbl BS FOR UU.
By thes er ■streams ..f t’a: mi'd
hi' warm-hearted colleagues a few faint,
Fo:
i- in
Natun a
g-.. i-m vide
Numbering 175 pages and containing
words, praying them not to take him
Oue thing **o perfect and wholly fair.
TWO COLORED fLATES,
avvav to receive medical aid. as he knew
r »'< n. me ot! »-r s le.
That when w
His anxious friends, Each worth twice the cost of Catalogues, mailed to
Where tin- gre.-n ti- id- oil•- and die clear waves be was a dead man.
all applicants on receipt oi 25 cents.
with the. kindness which is always so
glide.^
We may tind it. grovvn immortal, there—
be.i itifully manifested toward each other
b\ men engaged in thi' Kind ot occupao'- from wi u t r ami 'to in an i Might,
t
Green and death.--- '.a-i-.s to me
,i u. carried him tenderly, although they
33 Cortlandt Street. N. V.
8eecf8men.
this tair d w. ii.-: in w o n
:ui-i light.
irght have guessed that their efforts
A
its
b: .'Soms white,
-in-i
too soon prove to be fruitless, to
would
The -M '.’ii l,nvt‘ :n n >
*re--!
e
Infirmary, where, after a tew moF, za\k. 'A •:
n F->ruary Galaxy.
*
ments. lie breathed his last, after uttering
Mr. Aloore,
a few incoherent sentences.
Somewhere
the housc-sergeon
with his assistants,
were on the spot, and every available apBA
A'
l\
'i'iAl BKIs m>L,
uld be suggested was
pliance that
somewhere, a v dt t
we
have ready tor
tr-i'iires
use, but the poor “gladiator"
-: r.- w n.
AND
had been “wmin fed unto death,” and had
.•
Wh:
i' ■!••,
nave rudely shatpassed beyond the reach of pharmacy. SUMMER FLOWERING BULBS. FOK 1872;
\
>v ready.
A
i
r as its own
Consisting of over 130 pages, on rose
he shattered frame was borne past
with upwards ot 400 separate cuts, and
timed oapI'm- :>«- ir
;«
it
:
Mis M itido. s.he faintly waived his hand *l\ H.•utlfu Colored Platen!
Cover, a
and gave hot ail expressive look, which bcaut’Dii .'.esigu, in colors. The richest Catalogue
m-a k
k**n-h* arted trust,
evei
Nii.d
25
cents
for
not
one-half
lui'dt-h'
; «:
copy,
l
*uo Mission,
c,v oy t'd
the Wolds that he was past all
the \aaie id the colored plates. Iu tile first order,
V
Hh ti
p... ui'e of a just
of
tile
shots
aid
tired
enof
u
less
in
Many
.lnouii
t<*
>t
th
of
Cata:i»C
hope
fl.the price
At! I in
l; ilLi-u
ered the 11 'dies of the animals and they i"gue, 25c wiii lie refunded in seeus. New customs
"ii
th*
«me
wit*f
old.
Free
to
footing
a
.■
ning-stoiies w- received great injuries before tie y were Ida plied
customers.
Quality of seeo*. size ot packets,
off their prey.
The scene in the ;
driven
and premiums offered, make it to the advanti
d Terr;-.
nt --f duty—
igeuf.ti: t-i } urctiase seeds of us. See Catalogue for
me
igerie an only be figured by those extraardiu
s'i
on
a
-’erspread
ir> inducement**.
who were present and cannot be imagined
W ,tii in ra i
You a. 1 an** it it you do not see our Catalogue
ality
\ those whose better fortune ii was to be
be tore ordering s. rdf!
'Vbn
d i'-’;'ui seed that we have
Hu!.'r ot our tvv Chromos for 1872, size lvx24—
It may
-cut from so terrible a scene.
a fiuwer plat'
of Bulbous Plants consistiHg of
\
Shall
not be utiiu:cresting to st te that the !i "i I
it age,
es. ,*te —the other of A unu^i,Biennial and Pereu*
'■
-An
'i
uial
n ».v disoWQ
PI.tilts, guaranteed the
“Ty rant” is three u::d a half years old. I
Bv fu.r-'t >: ■;,rage.
MOST ELEGANT FLORAL CHROMOS
| m i been brought up from a whelp In
e.
issued in tin- country.
A superb parlor ornarn
Tile animal having i>eeu
f
Mrs Manders
Uy,
ai ii oii, post-paid, on receipt of 75c ; also tire
:•
•■•'••
a
mention.
pai>it was during the early davs o
favorite,
in
adi:ions
Catalogue. Address
speesfied
•<
tin
a
! i' bra\
assay
of
training, allowed to run aootit that
A: .1 T
i'
..
BRIGGS & BROTHER,
portion ot tie caravan used as a habitaE-tabiiiln d 1845 j
1 orb.
llothetier,
Tin- finite mng.tion. and it freely gambolled with itsrh'is-oid
me may
J w irf our high en:
ss.
Ai .glier peculiarity is that the -ire
of this particular animal was the one that
^
O'
:c
‘A in* ehange
•:
>'
1
V W
1 .*
1!
111
Of thy F ew !
We learn from inquiry at the Infirm ity
I'nprecedented success. Paper Ware is being uui'er?.i
u.«ed.
1 ne p* >ple like it.
Public Instituthat the on y arm t.ie decease 1 had was tt«'
Dead in the Sierras.
>re ad »pting it. It is economical tor tin-house
streaked with deep ga-dies from the
W tier Puis, Ba.-ius, Chamber Pails,
slop
v,4111k Pans, spittoons, 1 rays, 4c.. 4c.
BY
MILLER.
MUy
shoulder to the hand. Thu s aip \v.a~
trad
1 !
tlo- manutactu rs, JE%-ap,
torn right hark, and from the hips
the
> I
ittiOrilCIlk.jyj l»«*arl Ktreel
•I tid'd us.
Hi-J
kuees, where lie was seized from tiehii: !. *. I. ( itr.
•V
a re ped,
Ar
mi
imKes:.
j the muscles are completely torn out.
1 lit
dead !
SAFE AND PROEI FABLE
-caving the skin in the condition, a« it
T Mr- i;
ll v ’ma v : i‘i-j were, of an empty hag. There are pieces
1
of il -sh gone from the ribs, an 1 the nones
Bv h
’f-• >. ii
M ,y :1.
..i
: r
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PRICE,.50 CENTTS.

A II T I O f !
This l* to Caution all
persons from purchasing a
certain note ot hand, given
by me to Joseph Himes,
<or Ibe sum ot
forty dollars, dated Nov.
<-tn, 18. 1, As 1 have received no consideration for
said note, I shall not
pay the same, and give this
public notice to that effect.
J. O. ELMKS.
Boston, Mass., Jan. 11, 1872.
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All genuine has the name Pobuvxaji
(not “Peruvian Bark,") blown in the glass
sent free.
J. P. D Of •Mona

page pamphlet
Proprietor, 3e Dey St
Sold

New York.
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